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Summary 

This dissertation , composed of two parts , studies the brushless doubly-fed induc

tion machine (BDFiVI) - an electric machine with two stator windings , a modified 

cage-rotor , and , when run synchronously, the electrical properties of a synchronous 

machine, i.e. precise speed and power-factor control. 

The first part of this dissertation is dedicated to the development of a two 

axis (dq) model to aid in design of the BD MF. It improves on the properties 

of similar models by allowing for the determination of the individual rotor-bar 

currents and the components of electromagnetic torque produced by each of the 

two stator windings. The model has the ability to predict both dynamic and 

steady-state behaviour, the latter verified by experiment and by comparisoll to 

predicted results of a different model of the BDFrvI. 

The second part of this dissertation , which is the primary focus of this dis

sertation, is concerned with the phenomenon of inter-bar rotor currents , those 

which flow between the rotor bars through the rotor iron. Experiments have 

shown that these currents , present in virtually all die-cast rotors for all types of 

induction-based machines , seriously degrade the performance of the BDFM by 

causing increased rotor losses , reduced efficiency, increased stator input power, 

and increased stator currents, especially when used as a motor. To understand 

this phenomenon and predict its effect on machine performance, a coupled-circuit 

model is developed based on harmonic analysis. It is verified through experiments 

using a specially fabricated rotor in which the rotor bar to rotor iron contact has 

been promoted. Investigations are conducted using the model to determine the 

minimum level of insulation needed to obtain satisfactory performance . Results 

show that the rotor bars must be insulated to an order of magnitude greater than 

that achieved in the normal die-casting process. 
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List of Principal Symbols 

Symbols in boldface signify vector or matrix quantities (e.g. Z. Variables with an 

over-bar (e.g. 11 ) are complex phasors and t hose with an arrow over them (e.g. c) 
are vectors. 

dq Model 

Primary Symbols 

Primed variables (R') , unless specified otherwise, refer to quantities in the rotor 

reference frame. 

C Transformation matrix . 

J , i Current (A). 

L Inductance (H). 

Ll Leakage inductance (H) . 

Lm Magnetising inductance (H). 

1\1 Mutual inductance (H). 

Nl Number of rotor loops. 

Nn Number of rotor nests . 

P Number of pole-pairs. 

R , T Resistance (D) . 

T , Te Electromagnetic torque (N . m). 

11, v Voltage (V). 

Z Impedance (D) . 

8' Signifies the "imaginary part of" operator. 
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• 

~ Signifies the "real part of''' operator. 

er Displacement angle between the magnetic axis of the second winding 

and the reference axis (rad) . 

{3 Electrical separation angle between rotor nests (rad). 

I Phase angle of the second winding voltage (rad). 

w Angular velocity (rad/s) . 

q; Phase an gle of a current (rad) . 

e Angle (rad). 

f Frequency (Hz). 

J H. 
l' Leakage inductance of a common rotor bar in a Type III rotor (H). 

r' Resistance of a common rotor bar in a Type III rotor (S1). 

t Time (s). 

Subscripts 

1 \I\Tinding 1 quantity. 

2 \I\Tinding 2 quanti ty. 

o Zero sequence quantity. 

A First phase of a three-phase quantity. 

B Second phase of a three-phase quantity. 

C Third phase of a three-phase quantity. 

R Rotor quantity. 

cl cl axis quantity. 

q q axis quantity. 

Superscripts 

T Transpose . 

* Complex conjugate. 
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Inter-bar Current Model 

Primary Symbols 

B , b Flux density (\iVb/m2). 

C Conductor density fun ction coefficient (l/m). 

E , e Electric fi eld (V / m) . 

J, i Current (A). 

J, j Current density (A/m). 

](b Slot width factor. 

J(d Distribu t ion factor. 

](p Pitch factor. 

J(sk Skew factor. 

Ll Leakage inductance (H). 

Ne Number of cuts made in the rotor. 

Neq Number of independent rotor loop circuits. 

NI Number of rotor loops within each nest. 

lVn N umber of rotor nests. 

Nph Number of series t urns per phase. 

Ns Number of stator slots. 

P Number of pole-pairs. 

R Resistance (D). 

R 1-:;' Position vector. , 
T Torque (N . m) or turns per coil. 

U, u Voltage (induced) (V). 

V,v Voltage (V). 

TV Axial length of the motor (m). 

Z Impedance (D). 

8' Signifies t he "imaginary part of" operator. 

~ Signifies the "real part of" operator. 

ex Span of a stator coil (m). 

I Skew angle of the rotor (rad). 

/'1" A, {L Harmonic number. 
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/-La Permeability of free space (H/m). 

w Angular velocity (rad/s). 

w' Angular velocity of the currents in the rotor (rad/s). 

w" Angular velocity of the voltages induced in the stator by 

currents flowing in the rotor (rad/s). 

(J" Span of a rotor current-loop (m). 

a Direction vector. 

bs , bR Slot width of the stator or rotor (m). 

c Conductor density function (l/m). 

d ~'Iachine diameter to the air-gap (m). 

f Force (N). 

9 Air-gap length (m). 

J H. 
k, l , m Harmonic wave number (l/m). 

t Time (s). 

v Velocity of the rotor (m/s). 

w' Distance between adjacent cuts (m). 

x Axial coordinate in the SRF. 

x' Axial coordinate in the RRF. 

x" Axial coordinate in the skewed RRF. 

y Circumference coordinate in t he SRF . 

y' Circumferent ial coordinate in the RRF. 

y" Circumferential coordinate in the skewed RRF. 

z Radial coordinate. 

Subscripts 

o Ini tial position or reference quantity. 

1 \~Tinding 1 quantity. 

2 \~Tinding 2 quantity. 

A First phase of a three-phase quantity. 

B Second phase of a three-phase quantity. 

C Third phase of a three-phase quantity. 
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R Rotor quantity. 

5 Stator quantity. 

Superscripts 

T Transpose. 

"' , /\, M Harmonic number. 

* Complex conjugate. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Many industrial processes have a need for variable speed operation. This need 

is met by different variable-speed drives composed of a motor and some method 

of cont rol. Historically this control was performed using rheostats connected to 

either the drive motor or other auxiliary motors needed to obtain variable speed 

operation. Resistance control was inherent ly inefficient and has been virtually 

superseded by power-electronic converters capable of providing a more efficient 

method of control. Vhth t he cost of electronics falling constant ly, more compa

nies are using power-electronic based variable-speed drives instead of resistance 

based drives. However, the cost of the power-electronic converter still represents 

a significant port ion of the total cost of t he drive. Vlallace , Spee and Lauw, re

searchers at Oregon State University, have proposed a drive based on t he brush less 

doubly-fed machine (BD FM) which uses a converter rated at a fraction of the out

pu t power of the drive [1 J. The drive system has the following propert ies which 

make it a strong candidate for many applications: 

• low power rating converter 

• precise speed cont rol 

• power factor cont rol 

• robust construction 

• free from brushes and slip rings 
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Shorted or to 
External Resistances 

I""i""Til 

Figure 1.1: Cascaded connection of two wound-rotor induction machines . 

1.1 Background 

The origins of the BDFrvI lie in work done on cascaded induction machines. The 

cascade connection of two induction machines has been recognised as one method 

of obtaining low-speed operation since the turn of the century. In this configu

ration , shown in Fig. 1.1, two wound-rotor induction machines are mechanically 

connected to the same shaft and load , with the stator winding of the first ma

chine connected to the mains (supply) and the rotor winding of the first machine 

connected to the stator winding of the second machine. The rotor winding of the 

second machine may be either short-circuited or connected to external resistances 

for speed control. If the first machine has 2Pl poles and the second 2P2 poles , the 

cascaded configuration will behave like a 2(P1 + P2 ) induction machine. 

Louis Hunt , in a 1907 meeting of the Institute of Electrical Engineers held in 

iVlanchester , described the operation of the cascade induction machine [2] with a 

more detailed description following in his second paper read in the same venue in 

1914 [3] . 

"At the synchronous speed of an induction motor no energy is trans
mitted to the rotor , and if we assume that the distribution of flux follows 
a sine law, there will be no currents in the secondary windings . If, then , 
the mains are connected to the rotor of a machine the latter will revolve 
in a direction opposite to that of its magnetic field, so that at synchronous 
speed the field will be stationary in space and no electromotive force will 
be generated in the stator windings which now form the secondary of the 
motor. Instead of connecting the rotor windings of the first motor to the 
stator windings of the second machine , we may connect them to the sec
ond rotor windings , taking care to reverse two of the connections so that 

2 



Motor 1 Motor 2 Shorted or to 
External 
Resistances 

SUPPIY{~~~====~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ 

Figure 1.2: The modified cascaded connection of two wound-rotor induction machines. 

with currents circulating in both windings the magnetic fields produced 
will rota te in opposite directions . The stator winding of the second motor 
now becomes the secondary, and the rotor windings may be permanently 
connected without slip rings. " 

The speed of this motor , as well as its starting torque, was controlled by external 

resistances connected to the stator windings of the second machine. This modified 

connection of two wound-rotor induction machines is shown in Fig. 1.2 

Hunt , combining the two machines into a single frame, sought to reduce both 

the cost and the complexity as well as improve the operating characteristics [2] . 

His new motor did not need slip rings and utilised multiple rotor windings. The 

stator consisted of a single , parallel-connected , three-phase winding which, de

pending on the connection points used , behaved like two different windings with 

different pole numbers. In his subsequent paper he gave greater detail of the de

sign , construction , and operation of the machine based on its performance record 

during seven years of industrial use from 1907- 1914 [3]. 

In 1921 Creedy followed up Hunt 's paper by describing the theory behind the 

single stator winding as well as providing innovations in the design of the stator 

and rotor windings [4]. His work on the rotor windings provided the groundwork 

for the replacement of the complicated mult iple rotor windings wit h a series of 

bars form ed into nested loops [4]. Creedy also presented fur t her refinements to 

Hunt 's analysis with examples of situations where cascaded machines were being 

used: "collieries , quarries , etc. , for driving all classes of machines , particularly 

haulage gears , crushers, etc., and for many other purposes, including printing 

presses , paying-out gear in cable ships, etc. " 

The research effort on the single-frame cascaded induction machine lay dor

mant for 45 years until in 1966 B. H. Smith, a professor at a university in Australia, 

conducted research into this machine, renaming it a "twin stator induction ma

chine," [5] and developed a steady-state performance model based on induction 
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motor equivalent circuits. In 1967 he showed that the machine could also operate 

synchronously by exciting the second stator winding with a variable frequency 

supply [6]. vVhen doubly-fed , the speed of the machine was precisely dictated 

by the frequencies of the applied voltages and the pole numbers of the stator 

windings. 

Smith verified his results on a test apparatus that consisted of a concatena

tion of two wound-rotor induction machines. The shafts of the two motors were 

connected to a chain and sprocket assembly, allowing the effects of the relative 

angular displacements betweer;, the rotors to be investigated during synchronous 

operation. This established the existence of an intel'l1al torque angle during syn

chronous operation similar to that of a synchronous machine. In fact , by ignoring 

the resistance of the stator windings and rotor , an equivalent circuit of the form 

voltage-behind-reactance results , just like that of the simplified synchronous ma

chine model. Smith et al. continued their research with investigations of stability 

in 1979 [7] and development of refined equivalent models [8 , 9] with the last paper 

being published in 19931 . 

In 1970 Broadway and Burbridge, researchers at the University of Bristol, 

began conducting research into the single-frame cascaded induction machine de

veloped by Hunt [10]. The research conducted was not related to the work by 

Smith , and indeed , Broadway and Burbridge were unaware of his work. They 

investigated both asynchronous and synchronous operation . The synchronous op

eration was concerned solely with dc excitation applied to the second winding 

unlike the variable frequency excitation investigated by Smith. 

Broadway and Burbridge's motor used a single three-phase winding with mul

tiple parallel paths which , depending on the way in which the coils were supplied , 

appeared as a winding with 18 poles and one with 12 poles simultaneously. The 

published paper contained a comprehensive analysis based on induction-motor 

theory as well as some fundamental design guidelines concerning the selection of 

stator-winding pole numbers and rotor configuration . In particular , they paid 

particular attention to the rotor design and recommended the use of rotor bars 

instead of windings for the rotor , backing up Creedy 's findings. 

1 Curiously, Smith's work has mostly gone unnoticed. This is probably due to calling the 

machine a twin stator induction machine- a name not normally used in literature searches. 
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It is worth noting that the performance characteristics of the single-frame 

cascaded induction machine could also be achieved by using a single, large pole

number wound-rotor induction machine. However, such a machine would have the 

disadvantages of being much larger than the single-frame cascaded machine and 

would use slip rings- not desirable for some applicat ions , especially those related 

to the mining industry. 

In 1978 Kusko and Somuah analysed a single-frame cascaded machine that 

used two separate stator windings [11]. T he first winding was connected to the 

mains and the second to the mains via a t hyristor based inverter-rectifier, with 

the power-electronic converter allowing synchronous operation over a varied speed 

range. Results showed that the power factor could be controlled by varying the 

firing angle of the thyristors. Below the speed corresponding to dc excitation of 

the second winding (fd (PI + P2), fl the supply frequency), the power flowed from 

the second winding to the supply when the machine was used as a motor. Above 

that speed , t he power flow was reversed . 

In 1989 , A. K. \~Tallace et al. published results of research into a detailed 

equivalent circui t developed for the motor capable of modelling the transient be

haviour of the machine [12, 13] . Their single-frame machine consisted of a single 

stator winding and a rotor similar to that described by both Hunt and Broad

way and Burbridge. The stator winding consisted of both a six-pole system and 

a two-pole system depending on the connection points used2
. A bi-directional 

power-electronic converter was used to allow power flow to and from the two pole 

winding system. At this time , the motor began to be referred to as a brushless 

doubly-fed induction machine (BDFf-,/I). T he research effor t cont inued with the 

development of a dq (two axis) model presented in 1991 [14, 15] . The utility of 

t he model was fur ther demonstrated in [16]. 

Experiments and simulations showed both the speed and power factor of the 

BDFM could be controlled with the level of desired control dictated by the size of 

converter necessary. For many perceived applications the rating of the converter 

could be greatly reduced (e.g. 20% of the total power output of the machine) [13]. 

The research was funded by a consort ium of government and private organisations 

2Later prototypes used two separa.te stator windings. 
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keen on transferring the technology to industry3 for the following applications: 

• limited or wide speed range pump drives, especially those operating in en

vironments not suited for slip rings, commutators or brushes [11]; 

• brushless synchronous motors and generators where slip rings and brushes 

cannot meet environmental or mean time between failure (lvITBF) require

ments [11]; 

• variable-speed generators for use in wind-power generation [17J or automo

tive alternators [18]; 

• propulsion system for mass transit vehicles [19]; 

• stand-alone or stand-by diesel powered generator systems; 

• high voltage applications where a lower voltage converter can be used [20J . 

The models presented by 'v\Tallace et al. were specific to a BDF}'/I wi th stator 

winding systems of six and two poles , severely limiting their applicability to other 

combinations of pole numbers on the stator. The limitations were removed when 

Boger, vVallace, Spee and Li presented a general pole-number model in [21J . Based 

on dq analysis, it allowed for both dynamic and steady-state simulations. However , 

like its predecessor in [14], t he effects of all the rotor loops were modelled by a 

single pair of coils. This simplification reduced the complexity of the model bu t 

at the expense of the identification of the individual rotor loop currents . 

The overall performance of the machine could now be predicted. However, 

without knowledge of the actual rotor-loop currents, informed decisions about the 

rotor design could not be made, e.g. balancing of the rotor losses between the 

different rotor loops. To determine the rotor currents and aid design , another 

model was developed by this author based on the work in [21 J. The development 

of this model is one aspect of this t hesis and is presented in Chapter 2, a summary 

of which was presented in [22J. 

3This was mot ivated by a patent secured by the consortium and Oregon State University in 

1989 for a BDFM using a power-electronic converter. 
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Subsequent to this development , Ferreira, vVilliamson , and vVallace published 

work describing another model in 1997 [23 , 24]. This model provided greater ac

curacy between predicted and measured results as well as more insight into the 

electromagnetic mechanism that produces synchronous operation. The model 's 

strength derives from its treatment of the spatial harmonics due to the non

sinusoidal distribution of the stator and rotor windings. It is based on harmonic 

analysis , an analysis t echnique developed by \iVilliamson [25, 26] . The model is 

currently only able to predict steady-state performance. However , it does provide 

a very fl exible, though slightly more complicated model suitable for machine de

sign. It can be shown that the dq model and this harmonic model are equivalent 
when the fund amental (principal) spatial harmonics alone are considered in the 

harmonic model. 

Significant cost savings can be made in mass production if t he rotor of the 

BDFM is die-cast instead of being hand-fabricated. Vlith commercialisation in 

mind , in 1994 t he Oregon State University (OSU) research team ordered a die-cast 

rotor for the BDFNI from a major motor manufacturer. The rotor was constructed 

using the same techniques used in the casting of squirrel cage rotors. Upon receipt , 

the rotor was placed into a BDFIvI and tested. The resulting performance was 

disastrous. The stator currents were far greater than expected wi th the result that 

the BDFM had difficulty synchronising, if at all , and suffered from poor efficiency. 

Through collaborative work with the University of Cambridge , it became apparent 

t hat inter-bar currents may be a possible cause of the problem- something never 

considered previously in the analyses. 

These currents are always present in die-cast rotors to some extent. However , 

their effect is mitigated by the fact that the resistance of the rotor bars is signifi

cantly less than that between t he bars so that the current is primarily constrained 

within tile rotor bars themselves . However , the inter-bar current phenomenon 

is still not thoroughly understood though some insight was provided by two pa

pers investigating the effect of inter-bar currents in single phase motors [27, 28]. 

Although partially understood in single-phase motors , the effects of inter-bar cur

rents on the BDFM were not known. This lack of understanding, and a desire to 

produce a better design and possible industrially viable motor , motivated research 

into this phenomenon . 
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In order to understand the effects of inter-bar currents , a coupled-circuit model 

was developed based on the harmonic model presented in [23] and using a similar 

method to describe the rotor as t hat proposed in [27]. The resul t was the coupled

circuit harmonic model, described in Chapter 3, which allowed for the flow of 

inter-bar currents between adj acent rotor bars. The majority of this dissertat ion 

is concerned with this model, developed to answer three questions, 

• 'What effects do inter-bar currents have on a BDFNI? 

• Are inter-bar currents t he cause of the observed performance degradation? 

• If inter-bar currents are detrimental to machine performance, how well 

should the bar be insulated from the rotor iron? i.e. what threshold level of 

resistance must be achieved? 

The answers to these questions as well as a verification of the model are discussed 

in Chapter 4. 

In summary, this dissertation presents both a dq model and a harmonic inter

bar current model. T he dq model facili tates design and represents an improvement 

over existing dq models by allowing the rotor loop currents to be determined. It 

allows for prediction of both t ransient and steady-state performance, although 

the primary focus is on the latter. The inter-bar current model provides insight 

into the practical problems realised when using a die-cast rotor. It enables the 

performance of a BDFM under t he influence of inter-bar currents to be predicted 

and investigates the level of resistance necessary to mit igate this problem. To 

provide a foundation for these analyses , a more detailed description of the BDF jVI 

is provided . 

1.2 Description of the BDFM 

A BDFM is a single-frame cascaded induction machine consisting of two three

phase stator windings. The first winding, referred to as the power winding, has PI 

pole-pairs and the second winding, referred to as the cont rol winding, has P2 pole

pairs. T wo constraints exist for the set of pole-pair numbers for both windings. 

Firstly, both windings must not have the same pole-pair number in order to avoid 
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Figure 1.3: Picture of a BDFM cage rotor with six nests (three shown), each with three 

loops. 

transformer-type coupling [2 , 3, 4]. Secondly, the difference in pole-pair numbers 

must be greater than one to prevent unbalanced magnetic pull [3, 4, 10]. 

The rotor of the BDFfvI is unique and is critical to synchronous operation. It 

is a modified form of induction motor cage rotor with the simplest form of rotor 

being a squirrel-cage rotor with Nn = PI + P2 bars. However , in order to reduce 

the referred rotor leakage inductance [10], electrically isolated loops may be placed 

between the cage bars forming a nest. The bars forming the cage of the rotor need 

not be present . F ig. 1.3 shows a picture of one end of an actual rotor with six 

nests , each containing three loops. The rotor illustrated does not contain a cage , 

only one nest and most of its two adjacent nests being shown. The figure clearly 

shows how the inner loops are isolated from each other ; the opposite end of the 

rotor shown is identical. 

The BDFM has two modes of operation , asynchronous and synchronous and 

can be either singly or doubly-fed. \ i\Then singly-fed, the first winding is connected 

to the mains (supply) and the second may be either short-circuited or connected 

to external resistors for speed control. \i\Then connected in this way, only asyn-
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Power Electronic 
Converter 

Supply _____ --+--~ o 
Figure 1.4: Doubly-fed configuration of the BDFM showing the the power-electronic 

converter connected to the second stator winding. 

chronous operation results and the motor performs like an induction machine of 

2(P1 + P2 ) poles wit h a synchronous speed given by the rat io h/(P1 + P2 ) , where 

h is the mains frequency. This method of operation is well documented in the 

literature [2 , 4, 10]. 

vVhen doubly-fed , both windings are connected to power sources. Conven

tionally, the first winding is connected to the mains and the second to the mains 

via a variable-frequency power-electronic converter.4 , as shown in Fig. 1.4. How

ever , alternative configurations can also be considered where the second winding 

is excited with dc. 

Asynchronous operation while doubly-fed is not desirable. In this situation , 

the BDF1\lI behaves like two independent induction machines, each with a different 

synchronous speed , working against each other. Large torque and speed pulsa

tions occur as well as pulsations in the supply currents. Conversely, synchronous 

operation when doubly-fed is highly desirable. It results in a motor that exhibits 

precise speed and power factor control. The BDFr../I has a well defin ed torque 

4The variable-frequency excitation need not be supplied by a power-electronic converter. For 

example , the experiments performed in Chapter 4 use a controlled synchronous machine to 

provide the variable frequency and excitation level. 
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angle in this situation and behaves similarly to a synchronous machine. It is this 

mode of operation which is considered in this dissertation. 

Synchronous operation occurs when the two stator windings induce rotor fields 

which interlock and produce supply frequency voltages in each other. This in

terlocking is called cross coupling. If an induction motor with a sinusoidally

distributed , t hree-phase stator winding is excited with balanced, three-phase cur

rents then the currents will establish a rotating magnetic fi eld . This fi eld will 

induce currents in the rotor bars at a frequency proportional to slip. These rotor 

currents , in t urn , set up a magnetic fi eld which will couple with the stator winding 

and induce vol tages at supply frequency. This coupling is called direct coupling. 

"Vhen a second winding of a different pole number is placed on the stator it will 

also couple directly with the rotor. However, if the rotor currents induced by one 

winding induce voltages in the ot her st ator winding a t its own supply frequency, 

cross coupling is said to occur. In other words, cross coupling is the coupling that 

occurs between the two stator windings via the rotor. This concept is illustrated 

in Fig. 1.5. 

The synchronous speed , W R , is the speed at which cross coupling occurs be

tween the fundamental spatial harmonics of the two windings (pole-pair numbers 

of the windings) and is given by the expression 

(1.1 ) 

where WR is t he shaft speed (in rad/s) , W l is t he frequency of the power-winding 

voltage, and W2 is the frequency of the control-winding vol tage. The sum of the 

two supply frequencies is used if the windings are connected in the same phase 

sequence , and the difference is used for an opposing phase sequence. For dc 

excitation , W2 = O. 

The power factor of t he power winding can be changed by varying the level of 

excitation applied to t he control winding. T he range of power factors achievable is 

dependent both on the design of the motor and the k VA rating of the converter. If 

the converter uses a synchronous rectifier , t he power factor of the complete drive 

system can be potentially cont rolled to achieve unity- or even leading- power

factor operation (as viewed from the mains). 
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Chapter 2 

dq Model 

2 .1 Introduction 

For t he purposes of this analysis, t he BDFr.,/! is assumed to consist of two balanced, 

sinusoidally distributed, three-phase stator windings and a rotor composed of a 

number of circui ts . T he electrical performance of the machine can be described , 

in the stationary (stator) reference frame (SRF), by t he matrix voltage equation , 

V = ZI (2 .1 ) 

where V is a vector of applied voltages to each of the stator windings and rotor 

circui ts , I is a vector of the currents , and Z is t he impedance matrix which in

corporates the effects that the different windings and circui ts have on each other. 

Both the voltages and currents are functions of t ime. The impedance matrix, as 

will be shown, is dependent on the rotor posit ion and contains the differential 

operator 1ft. Finding the solut ion to this equation is non- t rivial, as was demon

strated by 'vVallace et al. in [12]. However, a change of variables can be performed 

which will reduce the complexity of the equations, thus making it easier to solve 

t hem . 

In general, any set of equations can undergo a change of variables which will 

t ransform them into another reference frame. For instance, Park 's Transforma t ion 

[29, pg. 134] was used in the analysis of synchronous machines to t ransform the 

stator voltage equations into the rotor reference frame (RRF). Krause showed 
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that Park's transformation is just a special case of a general transformation that 

transforms the equations into an arbitrary reference frame with angular velocity 

w [29]. 
Reference frame theory is also used by Jones to present a unified theory of 

electric machinery based on the application of, at most , three transformations , 

each performing a particular function [30]. The combination of the three trans

formations he presents is similar to the transformation of Krause. 

Jones ' transformation is power invariant which means that the sum of the 

voltage-current products in both reference frames , the original and transformed , 

is the same, as opposed to Krause 's transformation which requires a factor of 3/2 

in order to balance the powers in the two reference frames. A benefit to using 

a power invariant transformation is that the transformation is orthogonal , which 

means that the inverse of the transformation matrix is its transpose l . 

The analysis of the BDFiVI presented in this chapter, like that presented by 

Li et al. in [14] and by Boger et al. in [21], uses a power invariant form of the 

rotor reference frame transformation presented in Krause, which is equivalent to 

the cascaded RRF transformations of Jones. The RRF is used because, as was 

shown by Li et al. in [14], it is the only reference frame where the rotor position 

dependent inductances become constant. In order to simplify the analysis , the 

following assumptions are made: 

• balanced , sinusoidally distributed stator windings of different pole numbers 

• infinitely permeable iron (no saturation) 

• cylindrical , smooth air-gap surfaces 

IThis is true only if the matrix is real. If it is complex , the inverse is its conjugate transpose. 
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2.2 Voltage Equation in the SRF 

The generalised voltage equation for the BDF~tI in the stator reference frame can 

be wri tten as [21] 

(2.2) 

where t he vectors VI and V2 represent the stator voltages of the first and second 

windings , il and i2 t he respective stator phase currents, and iR t he rotor loop 

currents . T he remaining elements represent t he self impedance of and the coupling 

impedance between the different circuits. Since t he two stator windings are of 

different pole numbers , t here is assumed to be no coupling between them, signified 

by t he 0 elements in t he matrix. 

2.2.1 Stator Impedances 

T he t ime-varying voltage vectors are defined , 

VI = [VIA(t) VIB(t) VlC(t) ]T 

V2 = [V2A(t) V2B(t) V2c(t) ]T 

(2 .3) 

(2 .4) 

where t he letter in t he subscript of the elements, (A , B ,C) , refers to the phase of 

t he voltage. Similarly, for t he current vectors 

11 = [ilA (t) i 1B (t) i1c(t) ]T (2.5) 

12 = [i2A (t) i2B (t) i2C (t) ] T (2 .6) 

For a balanced three phase winding, it can be assumed that each phase has 

the same resistance and self inductance, and t he same mutual inductance with 

t he other phases. Furthermore, the mutual inductance, 111, and magnetising in

ductance, Lm , are related such t hat j\1 = -~Lm ' These relationships are used in 
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the self impedance matrix for the first winding [21 , 29], 

[

RI + (Lll + Lml ) ft -~Lml ft -~Lml ft ] 
Zu = -~Lml ft RI + (Lll + Lml ) ft -~Lml ft 

-~Lml ft -~ Lml ft RI + (Lll + Lmd ft 
(2.7) 

where RI is the resistance of a phase, Lll is the leakage inductance per phase and 

Lml is the magnetising inductance per phase of the first winding. Likewise for the 

second winding, 

(2 .8) 

The differential operator , ft , operates on the product of the inductance and 

the current (flux linkage) , its placement being very important when the induc

tances are rotor position dependent (time varying). However , for the stator self

impedance matrix , the operator may be placed after the inductances because the 

inductances are constant under the assumptions made in Section 2.1, i.e. ignoring 

slotting and saturation effects. 

2.2.2 Rotor Impedances 

There are three different configurations of rotor bars , all of which have the same 

basic structure . The first configuration , which is the simplest to analyse , is at

tributed to Creedy [4] and is composed of groups of concentric, isolated loops 

forming nests, with each nest equally spaced around the circumference of the ro

tor. This rotor configuration is denoted Type I and is shown in Fig. 2.1. The 

second configuration , attributed to Broadway [10], has a common end-ring on one 

end of the rotor , as shown in Fig. 2.2, and is denoted a Type Il rotor. The third 

configuration, the Type III rotor , is a modification of the original Broadway rotor. 

There is still a common end-ring, however, adjacent outer loops share a common 

rotor bar. In fa ct, the set of outer loops forms a squirrel cage rotor of Nn = PI + P2 

bars. This rotor configuration is depicted in Fig. 2.3. 

The rotor can be considered to consist of NI loops within Nn nests, thus forming 

a total of NnNI individual rotor circuits . In this analysis , each loop within a nest 
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Figure 2.1: Rotor configuration of the Type I rotor showing three loops within one nest 

as well as portions of the adjacent nests. 
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Figure 2.2: Rotor configuration of the Type II rotor showing three loops within one 

nest as well as portions of the adjacent nests. 
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Figure 2.3: Rotor configuration of the Type III rotor showing three loops within one 

nest as well as portions of the adjacent nests . 
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is arbitrarily numbered from the inside out , vvith each nest numbered sequentially. 

The rotor circuits are notionally divided into a set of NI systems, each with Nn 

elements. Each of the sets is a group of similar rotor loops , one loop from each 

nest. In effect , this forms an N n phase rotor system, there being NI such systems 

in the rotor. For example, the first rotor loop system would be composed of the 

inner loop of the first nest , the inner loop of the second nest, and so on until all 

inner loops of the nests were counted . 

In all three rotor configurations , there will be coupling between loops i and j 

in the same nest , denoted Lij and mutual inductance between loops i and j in 

different nests , j\1ij . For the case when i = j , Lij is the self inductance of the rotor 

loop. In addition to the inductances, each rotor loop has a resistance. For the i-th 

rotor loop, the resistance is denoted R ii . For both the Type Il and Type III rotors 

(not the Type I rotor) , there will be shared resistance elements between loops in 

the same nest due to the common end ring. This resistance will be designated Rij 

for the common resistance between loops i and j. 

All of the loop impedances are incorporated into the rotor impedance matrix 

(of dimension NINn x N/Nn ) , 

(2.9) 

where each sub-matrix ZR;Rj ' of dimension Nn x Nn , is the rotor impedance matrix 

which couples rotor loop system i with rotor loop system j and is given as 

Rij + Lij1ft jl/f ·!£. 
2) elt J1;L·!£. 

2) elt 

jl/f ·!£. Rij + L i j1ft J1;L·!£. 
ZR;Rj 

2) elt 2) elt 
(2.10) 

i ,j E{l , .. ,Nd 

jll ·!£. 
2) elt jll ·!£. 

2) elt Rij + L i j 1ft 

It is assumed that the rotor is svmmetrical so that ZRR· = ZR.R. 
J I J J I 

For the Type III rotor , the outer loops share a common rotor bar of resistance 

r~VINI and leakage inductance I~V,NI which must be taken into account. The shared 

components , already present in the loop resistance and self-impedance elements , 

must be subtracted from the impedance elements of adjacent nests . This is a 

result of writing implicit mesh-current equations for each rotor loop in the rotor 

loop system. Specifically, for the m-th row and n-th column element of ZRN RN , 
I I 
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the impedance is given as 

(2.11) 

provided nests m and n are adj acent. 

2.2.3 Stator-Rotor Coupling Impedances 

The mutual impedance between the rotor and the stator will be rotor position 

dependent [29 , 21]. In order for the mutual inductance relationships to be de

rived , a common reference from which to define the rotor angle must therefore be 

established. The axis of the first phase of the power winding is arbit rarily chosen 

as this reference, which will also correspond to the axis of the first rotor nest. The 

mechanical angle of the rotor shaft, eR , is measured with respect to this reference. 

The second winding reference axis is assumed to be displaced a mechanical angle 

a from this reference. 

Because the stator windings are sinusoidal, it can be assumed that the mutual 

inductance between the stator and the rotor will be sinusoidal in nature. The 

mutual inductance that relates t he voltages in the stator winding with currents 

in t he rotor systems can be written in a row-matrix form , where each sub-mat rix 

refers to the coupling between a set of rotor loop currents and the particular stator 

winding system being considered. For both stator windings , 

ZlR = :t [LIRl 

Z2R = :t [L2Rl 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where LIRi and L2Ri are mutual inductance matrices that represent t he coupling 

between that particular stator winding and the i-th rotor loop system. Each of 

these sub-matrices is of dimension 3 x N n , each row corresponding to a particular 

stator phase. Tersely, 

LIRi = [ (JI11RJmn] 

L2Ri = [( JI12RJmn] 
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where O\11RJmn and (J112RJmn represent the mut ual coupling between the m-th 

stator phase and t he n-th rotor loop of t he i-th rotor loop system. 

Adj acent rotor nests are separated by a mechanical angle 1~;. For a stator 
11 

winding of P pole-pairs , the electrical angle between adjacent rotor nests seen 

by t he stator windings is (3 = ~; P. Each of t he phases of a stator winding 
"11 

are electrically 2; apart . Hence , by proper substit ut ion , t he mut ual impedance 

elements in (2 .14) and (2. 15) can be written 

(lliflRJmn = j\11Ri cos ( PI eR + (n - 1)(31 - (m - 1)~ ) 

( j\12Ri )mn = j\12R; cos ( P2eR - P2G + (n - 1)(32 - (m - 1 )~ ) 

(2 .16) 

(2. 17) 

where m E {I , 2, 3} and n E {I , 2, ... , Nn}; Jl,11R; and JI12R; are t he peak values of 

the mutual inductance (assumed sinusoidal) between the respective stator winding 

and i-th rotor loop system ; and 

(2 .18) 

(2 .19) 

are t he electrical angles between the rotor nests. 

As indicated in (2 .2) , t he mut ual impedance between the rotor and t he stator 

is symmetrical so t hat ZRl = ZiR and ZR2 = Zi'R· 

2.3 Voltage Equation in the RRF 

In order to aid in the analysis and properly include the effects of both windings on 

the rotor , t he rotor current in each bar will be considered to consist of two com

ponents. One component is t hat induced by t he first stator winding, i R b and the 

other is that induced by t he second stator winding , iR2 , such t hat iR = iR1 + iR2. 

T he effect of t his decomposit ion is to modify the voltage equation in (2.2) so t hat 
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t he new voltage equation becomes, 

V1 Zll 0 ZlR ZlR 11 

V2 0 Z22 Z2R Z2R 12 
(2.20) 

0 ZiR 0 ZRR 0 1R1 

0 0 Z~R 0 ZRR 1R2 

where the direct and cross-coupled components of the stator induced voltages 

are made more apparent. For example, the product ZlRh corresponds to direct 

coupling with the rotor and ZlR i 2 to cross-coupling with the rotor. 

By a change of variables , t his equation can be t ransformed into the RRF, 

eliminating the t ime varying inductances in the impedance matrix. T he trans

formation of variables , either voltages or currents , is given by the transformation 

equation 

f' = Cf (2 .21) 

where f' is an arbitrary t ransformed quant ity (voltage or current) , f is the original 

quantity, and C is the t ransformation matrix. T he basic voltage equation in (2. 1), 

V = ZI (2.22) 

is t ransformed by left-mul t iplying both sides of (2.22) by the system t ransforma

tion matrix , C , to obtain 

cv = CZI 

Using (2.21), t he following substit ut ions are made, 

V' = CV 

1 = C - 1I' 

to obtain the t ransformed voltage equation 

V' = Z'I' 

(2 .23) 

(2 .24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where t he impedance, ZI , is the transformed impedance matrix which is related 

to the original impedance matrix by t he relationship 

Z' = CZC- 1 (2.27) 
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the new voltage equation becomes, 

VI Zll 0 ZIR ZIR 11 

V2 0 Z22 Z2R Z2R 12 
(2.20) 

0 Z'fR 0 ZRR 0 IRl 

0 0 ZiR 0 ZRR IR2 

where the direct and cross-coupled components of the stator induced voltages 

are made more apparent. For example, t he product Z 1Ri 1 corresponds to direct 

coupling with the rotor and Z IRiz to cross-coupling with the rotor. 

By a change of variables , this equation can be transformed into the RRF, 

eliminating the time varying inductances in t he impedance matrix. The trans

formation of variables, either volt ages or currents , is given by the transformation 

equation 

f' = Cf (2.21) 

where f' is an arbitrary transformed quantity (voltage or current), f is t he original 

quantity, and C is t he transformation matrix. The basic voltage equation in (2.1) , 

V = ZI (2.22) 

is transformed by left-multiplying both sides of (2.22) by the system transforma

tion matrix, C , to obtain 

cv = CZI 

Using (2.21) , t he following substit utions are made, 

V/=CV 

1 = C - 1 I ' 

to obtain the transformed voltage equation 

Vi = Z/I' 

(2.23) 

(2 .24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where the impedance, Z/ , is t he transformed impedance matrix which is related 

to the original impedance mat rix by the relationship 

Z' = CZC- 1 (2.27) 
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2.3.1 Transformation Matrices 

The transformation matrix, C , must be block diagonal in order to be able to 

identify the particular rotor and stator systems. It is composed of the stator and 

rotor transformation matrices such that 

Cl 0 0 0 

0 C 2 0 0 
(2 .28) C = 

0 0 CRI 0 

0 0 0 C R2 

where Cl and C 2 are the stator transformation matrices for the first and second 

stator windings, respectively, and CRI and C R2 are the rotor transformation 

matrices for the two rotor components. 

Stator Transformation Matrices 

The stator transformation matrix converts a set of three phase voltages into a 

set of two orthogonal coils fixed on the rotor. The two coils are the quadrature 

axis (q) and direct axis (d) coils. The stator transformation matrices used in this 

analysis are modified from those given by Krause in [29] , using information given 

in Jones [30] in order to make them power invariant , and were used in Li and 

Boger [14 , 21] . For the first stator winding, the transformation matrix is given as 

(2.29) 

The second winding is displaced by an angle a from the first winding. In order 

to maintain consistency, this angle must be included in the transformation matrix , 

yielding 

cos (P2BR - P2a - 2; ) 
sin (P2BR - P2a - 2; ) 

1 
,j2 

22 

cos (P2BR - P2a + 237f )1 
sin (P2BR ~ P2a + 2;) 

,j2 

(2 .30) 



Since the transformation matrix maps the three phases onto two orthogonal 

phases, the effect of including the displacement angle is to align both of the 

stator systems on the same q and d axes. The angle , because it is a mechanical 

angle, is translated into an electrical angle through mult iplication by the pole

pair number. The factor fi13, which is an equivalent turns rat io , accounts for 

t he transformation of the three phases into two , the radical a result of t he power 

invariance . 

The last row of both matrices refers to t he zero sequence quantity. T he zero 

sequence current , physically, is that which would flow through the neutral of a 

star connected system, if present , or circulate in delta connected windings . If t he 

system of applied voltages is balanced , t here will be no zero sequence components. 

Rotor Transformation Matrices 

The rotor loops have been organised into N/ systems, each of Nn-phases . T he 

rotor t ransformation must map each system onto two orthogonal coils fixed on 

the rotor. It can be derived from the general transformation matrix given by 

Krause [29] by setting Krause 's arbitrary reference frame velocity to zero (w = 0) 

since only rotor quantities are being considered . T his makes the transformation 

purely geometric. It may be written as 

(2 [1 cos (-(3) 
C = V J\C 0 sin ( - (3) 

cos (-(Nn - 1)(3)] 
sin (- (Nn - 1)(3) 

(2.31) 

where it is assumed that t he first rotor loop is aligned with the q axis (the refer

ence) and that adj acent rotor phases are separated by an electrical angle (3 from 

each other. Each matrix is of dimension 2 x N/. 

Because the matrix is rectangular , it does not have a t rue inverse. However , it 

does have a pseudo-inverse such t hat multiplication of t he matrix with its pseudo

inverse yields a unity matrix. The pseudo-inverse of t he matrix iS
I 

because the 

transformation is power invariant (orthogonal) , its transpose. Hence, 

(2.32) 

and 

(2.33) 
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where U x represents the identity matrix of order x. 

Because there are two stator systems in the BDFr-..tI , there will be two different 

electrical separation angles , (31 for the first winding (see (2 .18)) and (32 for the 

second winding (see (2.19)) , and two different rotor transformation matrices, CRI 

and C R2 . specifically, for the transformation of the i-th rotor loop system, 

CRI' = [~ cos (- (31) cos (- (Nn -l)fJd] (2.34) 
I sin (- (31) sin (- (Nn - 1) ,6d 

eR2. ~ [1 cos (- (32) cos (-(Nn - 1)fJ2 )] 
(2 .35) 

I 0 sin (-(32) sin (-(Nn - 1) (32) 

Because the rotor loop systems are aligned axially, 

(2.36) 

and 

(2.37) 

There are two ways in which to assemble the set of NI transformation matrices 

into a complete rotor transformation matrix. The first way organises each loop 

system transformation matrix into a row matrix so that for a non-specific rotor 

system, 

(2.38) 

where the complete matrix has dimension 2 x N 11)VI . 

Each sub-matrix maps one rotor loop system into a set of two coils. However , 

because a row matrix is used , the effects of each rotor loop system are combined 

into a single, equivalent set of clq coils. This is shown conceptually in Fig. 2.4 . A 

reverse transformation of the equivalent set of coil currents will indicate that all 

loops in the sai11e nest have the same current-a fact known to be false. Thus , 

this transformation results in the inability to predict the individual rotor loop 

currents. Nevertheless , this mapping was used in [14] and [21] because it reduced 

the number of necessary equations. 
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Rotor Loop System Rotor Loop System Rotor Loop System 

0 .. ·0 0···0 0···0 

Equivalent 
Rotor Loop 

System 

L 
Figure 2.4: Conceptual representa tion of the rotor transformation process which maps 

each rotor loop system (three shown) into a single set of orthogonal coils. 

The second way to assemble the matrix organises the individual t ransformation 

matrices into a block diagonal m atrix , 

o 

o o 

o 
o 

(2.39) 

which is of dimension 2N/ X NnN/. It resul ts in the m apping of each rot or loop 

system into its own set of or thogonal coils, which is shown conceptually in F ig. 2.5. 

Since one set of coils is used for each rotor loop system , t he ident ity of each of t he 

individual rotor loop currents can be determined t hrough t he reverse t ransforma

t ion. For this reason , this t ransformation will be used in this analysis. Making 

the t ransformation matrices specific to t he each stator winding yields 
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Rotor Loop System Rotor Loop System Rotor Loop System o ·0 0···0 0···0 

Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent 
Rotor Loop Rotor Loop Rotor Loop 

System System System 

L L L 
F igure 2.5 : Conceptual representation of the rotor transformation process used in this 

thesis which maps each rotor loop system (three shown) into its own set of or thogonal 

coils. 

CRIl 0 0 

0 C Rl 2 0 
CRI (2.40) 

0 0 CRIN 
I 

C R2l 0 0 

(2.41) 
0 C R22 0 

C R2 

0 0 C R2N1 

where each of the sub-matrices are defined in (2 .34) and (2.35) . As mentioned 

earlier , each of the sub-matrices in the matrix is identical- the subscripts are only 

used to simplify bookkeeping. 
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2.3.2 Transformed Quantities 

Voltage and Current Vectors 

Equation (2.26) , V' = Z'I'-, is t he matrix voltage equation that describes the elec

t rical performance of the BDFM in the RRF . The voltage vector , 

Vi = [Vq l Vdl VO l Vq2 Vd2 V 02 v~U = 0 Vk2 = O] T (2.42) 

represents the applied voltages to the windings in the RRF. The vectors Vkl 

and Vk2 ' each of dimension 1 x NnNl , are zero since no volt ages are applied to 

t he rotor. Since no slip rings are present , the volt ages are zero. The subscripts 

q, d, 0 refer to t he quantities on the q axis, d axis, or zero sequence components , 

respectively. Similarly, the current vector 

' I 
IR2 ]

T 
(2 .43) 

represents the currents in t he stator windings and those in the rotor loops which 

are induced by each of t he stator windings , i.e. the vectors ikl and ik2 ' For t he 

rotor current induced by t he first stator winding, 

(2.44) 

where t he current in the i-th rotor loop system is given as 

(2.45) 

Similarly for t he rotor currents induced by t he second stator winding, 

(2.46) 

where the current in t he i-th rotor loop system is given as 

[
ZqR2 i ] 

ZdR2 i 

(2.47) 
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Impedance Matrix 

The impedance matrix must also be defined in order to solve the matrix equa

tion. The elements are determined by performing the matrix product indicated 

in (2.27) , which requires the inverse of t he transformat ion matrix. Although the 

transformation matrix does not have a proper inverse because it is rectangular , it 

does have a pseudo-inverse equal to its transpose. This is a resul t of t he orthog

onality of the constituent matrices. By substituting C - 1 = C T
, the impedance 

matrix can be written as 

C 1Z l1 Cl' 0 C1Z1RCKl C 1Z1RCK2 

Z'= 
0 C 2Z 22 Ci C 2Z2RCKl C 2Z2RCK2 

CR1Z'fRC'f 0 CR1ZRRCKl 0 

0 C R2 ZiRCi 0 C R2 ZRRCK2 
(2.48) 

Z~l 0 Z~Rl Z~R2 
0 Z22 Z~R2 Z~Rl 

Z~u 0 Z~RR 0 

0 Z~2 0 Z~RR 

The calculation of this impedance is non-trivial because the differential oper

ator , fA , is embedded within the impedance matrix. Even though present in t he 

impedance matrix , it acts on the product of inductance and current (flux linkage) , 

which necessitates using of the chain rule, 

(2.49) 

where the inductance, L , is that formed after- the post-multiplication by C T . 

Some of the impedance matrices include inductances which vary with t he t ime

varying rotor angle eR = W Rt. Differentiation of the rotor angle introduces the 

rotor speed , W R , giving rise to sp eed dependent terms. 

After considerable simplification , and making use of t he trigonometric identi-
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ties in Appendix D, the stator impedance matrices may be expressed as 

(2 .50) 
[Rl + L[l, P1wRL 1 

R[ +~LJ11,1 Z~l = -HWR Ll RI + Ldi 
. 0 0 

[R' +£,1, H WRL2 

R, +~L121,1 Z~2 = - P1wRL2 R2 + L21ft 

0 0 

(2.51) 

where 

3 
Lt = - Lml 

2 
(2.52) 

3 
L2 = "2Lm2 (2.53) 

The transformation de-couples the zero sequence quantit ies from the dq quan

t ities . The transformation also introduces t he scaling factor ~ , a result of the 

three phase to two phase transformation. It also produces speed dependent terms 

which account for t he relative mot ion between the rotor and the stator windings. 

The RRF impedance mat rix contains terms which represent both direct and 

cross coupling. Direct coupling is represented by the impedances 

Z~Rl = [Z~Rl1 

Z~R2 = [Z~R21 

where , for t he i-th rotor loop system, 

[ 
J\1{ Ri 1ft 

-PIWRJI1{Ri 

[ 
JI1~Ri 1ft 

-PIWR J\1~Ri 

PI W RJ\1{Ri] 
J\1{Ri 1ft 

PIWRJ\1~Ri ] 
JI1~Ri 1ft 

for which the elements of equivalent mu t ual inductance are given as 

j\1{Ri = j3Nn ~1 
2 j / 1 Ri 

J\1~Ri = 
j3Nn ~1 

J ~ 2R 
2 ' 
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(2.55) 

(2 .56) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 



The factor ..J3tn
, an equivalent turns ratio , results from resolving the Nn phases 

of the rotor-loop system into two phases. The transformation also produces speed 

dependent terms which not only account for the relative motion between the rotor 

and stator windings , but also represents the coupling between the q and d axes . 

Described in Chapter 1, cross coupling is the coupling between a stator winding 

and the rotor currents produced by the other stator winding. The impedances 

Z~R2 = [Z~R21 
Z~RI = [Z~Rll 

represent the cross coupling where , for the i-th rotor loop system, 

Z~R2' = I 

[ Min, 1, 
- Pl wRJ\1{Rj 

-P1WRM!lt,] 
- J\1{Rj 1ft 

[ M ' .!! -P1WRM;R,] 
Z~RI; = 

2Rj elt 

-PlwRJ11~Rj - J\!I~Rj 1ft 

(2 .60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2 .63) 

The difference between the direct and cross-coupling impedances is the nega

t ion of some of the impedance elements. This is purely a mathematical result of 

the post mult iplication by the rotor transformation matrix of the other winding 

(C~2 for the impedance ZIR2 and C~I for the impedance Z2Rl )' 

The effects the stator currents have on the rotor loops are represented by the 

impedance matrices 

Z~l = [Z~l l 

Z~2 = [Z~21 
where for the i-th rotor loop system, 

[

111' !L 
Z' lRj elt RI; = o 

o 
1\1' !L lRj elt 

00] 

Z' = [ l11~Rj 1t 0 00] 
R2; 0 ~ ,rt el 

M· 2Rj ill 

(2 .64) 

(2.65) 

(2 .66) 

(2.67) 

The product of these matrices and their respective stator currents yield the volt-

ages induced in the equivalent rotor coils. Since the rotor , by definition , is already 

in the RRF , no speed dependent terms exist. 
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Equation (2.48) identifies two rotor impedance matrices, Z~RR and Z~RR ' each 

of dimension 2Nl x 2NI . However, t he calculations show that each is identical and 

gIven as 

where each sub-matrix is given as 

Z' = [R~j +OL~j 1ft 0 1 
R;Rj R' L' d 

. 'E {I J" } iJ + i)' -:-li 1,) , . .. , " I ' 

in which the equivalent resistance and inductance elements are given as 

R~j = Rij 

L~j = Lij + J\;fij 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

(2 .71) 

If a Type III rotor is used (see F ig. 2.3), the rotor resistance and inductance 

elements must be modified because of the presence of the common rotor bar. In 

th is case, i = j = NI and 

R~'INI = R NINI - 2T;VINI cos /31 

L;vI NI = L NI NI + J\;fNI NI - 2l;vI NI COS /31 

2.3.3 Discussion 

In expanded form , t he RRF matrix voltage equation is 

V' Z~1 0 Z~R1 Z~R2 
., 

1 11 

V' 0 Z22 Z~R2 Z~R1 
., 

2 12 

0 Z~u 0 Z~RR 0 
., 
lR1 

0 0 Z~2 0 Z~RR 
., 
lR2 

(2.72) 

(2 .73) 

(2.74) 

where t he voltages and currents are both time-varying quantities 111 the RRF . 

Transformation to t he RRF eliminated the t ime-varying inductances present in 

the original impedance matrix, Z , replacing some of the quantities with speed 

dependent terms. The rotor current in each loop system has been decomposed 

into two different components so t hat the effects of direct and cross coupling 
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can be easily ident ified. Alternatively, t he components can be recombined into 

one equivalent current in order to reduce t he number of equations; t he details of 

t his recombination are given in Appendix E. T he matrix equations represent t he 

electrical model of t he BDFM which can be used to predict dynamic performance. 

However, t he model is incomplete without an expression for t he electromagnetic 

torque produced by t he BDFM. 

2.4 Torque Equation 

T he electromagnetic torque produced by an induction motor can be calculated 

using t he following matrix equation [29], 

T ·T fJ Z . 
e = IS fJB

R 
SRIR (2.75) 

where is is t he vector of stator currents, ZSR is the mut ual impedance matrix, 

and iR is the vector of rotor currents. 

For t he BDFrvI t here are two stator current vectors, i l and h . Likewise, there 

are two components of rotor current , i R1 and iR22. In order to account for t he 

cross coupling, the mutual impedance matrix must be arranged in the following 

manner , 

(2.76) 

where the off-di agonal matrices account for cross coupling wi th the rotor currents 

produced by the other stator winding and the diagonal ones to direct coupling. 

In expanded form, 

(2.77) 

The torque equation is t ransformed to t he rotor reference frame by substi t ut ing 

t he dq currents for t he actual currents. Using (2.25) , t he actual statOl' currents 

are related to t he dq currents by t he relationship 

Is = C§I~ (2 .78) 

2See Appendix E for the derivation of torque using an equiva lent rotor current. 
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where 

(2.79) 

Taking the transpose of both sides of (2.78) , 

T 'T Is = Is Cs (2.80) 

The actual rotor currents are obtained directly from (2 .25), 

(2.81 ) 

By direct subst itut ion , 

(2.82) 

After considerable simplification , the electrical torque can be represented as the 

sum of four components , 

(2.83) 

where Tu and T22 are the conventional induction motor torque components due 

to direct coupling, 

NI 

Tu = PI L JlllRi (iql idRI i - icll iqRIJ 
·i=1 

NI 

T22 = P 2 L JI12Ri (iq2 i dR2 i - id2iqR2J 

i= l 

and TI2 and T2I are the components due to the cross coupling, 

NI 

TI2 = - PI L JlllRi (iqlidR2i + iclliqR2;) 

i=l 

NI 

T21 = - P 2 L j\12Ri (iq2 i dRli - id2iqRI i ) 

i=l 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

(2.87) 

By inspection, neither i 01 nor i02 is present in the expressions for torque , which 

shows that the zero sequence quantities do not produce any torque. 
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2.5 Steady-State Voltage Model 

The mat rix voltage equation , (2.74) , in conjunction with the expressions for the 

produced torque form t he complete electromechanical model of the BDFIVI suitable 

for modelling the transient behaviour of the BDFM. The solution is determined 

using conventional time-stepping techniques and algorithms (e.g. the Runge-Kutta 

algorithm) . However , in order to facilitate design and understanding, a voltage 

equation capable of predicting the steady-state performance needs to be devel

oped. This can be achieved by assuming balanced, sinusoidal excitation and 

conducting an analysis similar to t hat performed by Boger et al. in [21 J. 

2.5.1 Voltage Equation 

Assume the first winding to be excited with balanced , positive sequence voltages 

of t he form , 

vd t ) = hill rCOSC(::~~)~n l 
COS(Wlt + 2;) 

(2.88) 

where v'2i11 is t he amplitude of t he voltages. Transforming this voltage set to the 

RRF using 

(2.89) 

results in the RRF voltages , 

(2.90) 

where a substitution for t he rotor phase angle, e = wRt, has been made since 

t he BDFtd is assumed to be in a steady-state (constant speed). As shown , a 

balanced set of voltages do not produce a zero sequence component . Therefore , 

t his component will be neglected ihthe ensuing analysis. Representing t he voltage 

set as complex quantit ies yields 

v' = J3 I 
[ 
~ {V ej(P1wn -wl)t} 1 

1 ~ { -jill ej(Plwn-wl)t } 
(2.91) 
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The winding currents will also be sinusoidal and balanced. In the stationary 

reference frame, 

(2.92) 

where V2Il is the amplitude of the current in one phase and rPl is the phase 

angle of the current with respect to the voltage. In the rotor reference frame , the 

currents can be expressed using complex notation as 

(2.93) 

where I~ = I 1e- j 1>1 is the conjugate of 11 = I 1ej 1> . The negative phase angle is a 

result of applying the transformation. 

Since the voltage equations are in the RRF , the frequency of the rotor currents 

induced by the first winding will be that of the RRF voltages , i. e. PtWR -Wl . The 

induced rotor currents will have a form similar to the stator currents. For the i-th 

rotor loop system, 

(2.94) 

where IRl; = I Rl ;e
j 1>Rl and IRl ; is the rms value of rotor current in the first nest 

of the i-th rotor loop system. 

The second winding may be excited with either a positive or negative sequence 

voltage set. For a positive sequence voltage set , 

(2.95) 

where 'Y is an arbitrary phase angle. As will be shown later , this angle becomes 

significant in the steady-state equat ions despite being meaningless in the SRF 

dynamic equations. 
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The voltages are transformed into the RRF using the transformation 

(2.96) 

which results in the complex RRF volt ages (neglecting the zero sequence quantity) , 

(2 .97) 

where 'i12 = V2eh . V/hen the volt ages are represented as phasors, the phase angle I 

represents the internal torque angle of the machine during synchronous operation. 

Because the actual value of this angle is unimportant , t he displacement angle 

Cl! between t he axis of the second stator winding and the reference axis can be 

arbitrarily set to Cl! = O. The importance of the angle I was recognised by Li in 

[1 4]; used and given further significance by Boger et al. in [21]; and t horoughly 

investigated , measured , and verified by Ferreira in [31] . 

The second winding currents in the RRF , using complex notation , will have a 

form , 

(2.98) 

where J2 = I 2ej (h and cP2 is the phase angle of the currents . Once in phasor form , 

this angle will be given with respect to the phase angle of voltage of the first 

winding, which was chosen as the reference . The rotor currents induced by the 

second winding for the i-t h rotor loop system will have a form , 

(2. 99) 

where JR2 i = I R2i e j rP R2 and JR2 i is the rms value of rotor current in the first nest 

of the i-th rotor loop system. 

For negative sequence excitation , the second winding voltages are given as 

(2.100) 
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Transforming into the RRF , 

(2.101 ) 

By inspection of (2.97) and (2.101) , it is seen that negative sequence excitation 

int roduces a sign change in W2. Otherwise, the two expressions are identical. The 

same results are obtained for the currents relating to the second winding, i.e. 

for i~ and i~2" This suggests, the following simplifying convention . Negative 
I 

sequence excitation will be represented by a negative value, W2 = -27f 12 , and 

positive sequence excitation by a posit ive value, W2 = 27f 12 , so that the value of 

W2 holds its sign3 . This results in a frequency P 2WR - W2 for both the positive 

and negative sequence voltages and currents. Hence, only one set of voltages and 

currents is needed to model steady-state performance. 

To determine the steady-state voltage equations, the values of the currents and 

voltages are substituted into the matrix voltage equation , given by (2.74), and 

simplified . Further simplification is achieved by noting that the cl axis quantities 

are just phase shifted q axis quantities, i. e. V dl = -jVql' Thus , considering just 

the q axis voltage, t he first winding voltage equation is given as 

R {VI ej(P1WR -W J)t } = R {(RI - jWILl)l~ - jWIMIRIRlej(PlwR-w l )t} 

+ R {-jw]M1RIit2 + j(P1 + P2)wRMIRIit2 ej(P2wn-w2) t} (2.102) 

where the factor v'3 has been cancelled from both sides of the equation. Instead 

of using summations, a matrix equation was wri tten by organising the equivalent 

mutual inductances into a row vector, 

(2.103) 

and the rotor currents into a column vector, 

(2.104) 

3This is purely a mathematical convenience and does not hold true physical significance, 

except to indicate a negative sequence excitation . 
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In order to represent the voltage equation in terms of phasors, each of the 

frequencies must have t he same magnit ude. This condition is the mathematical 

definition of synchronism, i.e. the frequency of t he rotor currents induced by each 

stator winding must be equal. Thus, eit her 

resulting in a rotor speed 

or 

resulting in a rotor speed 

Wl - W2 
WR = p1+g 

(2.105) 

(2. 106) 

(2.107) 

(2.108) 

Clearly the speed equation in (2.106) does not match t hat given 111 (1.1) , yet 

(2 .108) does match it. Analysis and experiment has shown that when the rotor 

is constructed with PI + P2 nests, the speed will be given by (2.108). However, 

when constructed with PI - P2 nests, it will be dictated by (2.106)4. Using the 

frequency relationship in (2.107) , and taking the conjugate as needed , results in 

t he steady-state voltage equation , 

(2.109) 

By similar analysis , the voltage equations for t he second winding and two rotor 

components are determined to be 

112* = (R2 - )W2L2)J; - )w2M 2R(IRl + I;R) 
. T - - -

0 = J(Wl - P1WR)M1RI1 + ZRRIR1 

(2.110) 

(2. 111) 

(2.112) 

4Although shown theoretica lly to be the case in this analysis and by Ferreira [31], it has not 

been tested experimenta lly. This is probably due to investigators seeing no perceived benefi t in 

using a rotor with a low number of bars. 
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where the mutual impedance matrix M2R is arranged as a row vector , 

)\12'R ] 
N I 

(2 .113) 

and the rotor current IR2 is arranged as a column vector , 

[

I R21 1 
IR2 = : 

IR2N/ 

(2.114) 

The rotor impedance matrix , ZRR, is the same for both cases by virtue of the 

relationship between the frequencies given in (2.107). Of dimension NI x NI, it is 

expressed 

[ 
ZR;Rj ] 

i,jE{ l , ... ,Nd 
(2 .11 5) 

where 

(2.116) 

The voltage equations can be further simplified by solving both (2.111) and 

(2.112) for the rotor currents yielding 

- . - - 1 T 
IR1 = -J(Wl - PIWR) ZRRM1Rft 

Iit2 = -j(gwR - w2) ZRk.Mi'R1; 

(2.117) 

(2 .118) 

and substituting the results into (2 .109) and (2.110) to obtain , after simplification , 

These equations, although achieved by transformation into the RRF , represent 

a per-phase equivalent system capable of predicting the electrical performance of 
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the machine. The voltages and currents are rms phase quantities . The rotor cur

rents , now implicit in the voltage equations of (2.119) and (2.120), can be deter

mined using (2.117) and (2.118) to obtain a combined current5
, IR = IR1 + Ii't2' 

This total current is a vector containing each of the loop currents in the first nest. 

The currents in the other nests are just phase shifted versions of these currents. 

Throughout this analysis , the first winding axis was used as the reference. 

Under steady-state conditions this equates to the voltage phasor , 'ill , becoming 

the reference with zero phase angle. All other phase angles in the steady-state 

voltage equations are measured with respect to this reference. 

2.5.2 Torque Equation 

Equations for the four components of torque given in (2.84) - (2.87) are used along 

wi th the definitions of the steady-state currents to arrive at an expression for the 

steady-state torque produced by the machine. ' !\Then performing these calcula

tions, the currents should be expressed in real form. Thus, 

./ - ;;; [ h COS((WI - P1WR)t + CPI) ] 
11 - v3 

- h sin((wI - PIWR)t + cpd 
(2.121) 

where the conjugate of (2.93) was performed before subsequently converting to 

real form. The same can be done for the rotor currents in the i-th rotor loop 

system induced by the first winding, 

./ _;;; [ 1Rli COS((Wl - P1WR)t + CPRlJ ] 
l R1 . - v 3 

I -1Rli sin((wl - P1WR)t + CPRlJ 
(2.122) 

For the second winding, using the frequency convent ion where W2 holds its sign, 

./ ;;; [12 cOS((P2WR - W2)t - CP2) ] 
12 = v3 12 sin( (P2w R - W2)t - CP2) 

(2.123) 

The rotor currents in the i-th rotor loop system induced by the second winding 

are gIven as 

(2.124) 

5The complex sum IR = IRl + IR.2 is used in the steady-state analysis. However , dynamic 

ana lysis still uses the sum IR = IRl + IR2 
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The electromagnetic torque produced by the BDFrvI is given by the summation 

of four components , indicated by (2.83). By inspection of the expressions for the 

torque components given in (2.84)-(2.87) , it can be seen that each of these terms 

contains a product of two currents. Since each of the currents varies sinusoidally, 

each product will result in the sum and difference of the two trigonometric function 

arguments. Consequently, by using the definition of synchronism, W l - P1 W R = 
P 2W R - W2, each product of currents in the torque equations will lead to one 

term which pulsates at twice the frequency of the currents and a second term 

that is constant . This constant term represents the steady-state torque produced. 

Therefore, by inspection 

N, 

Tll = 3P1I l L j\1~lJRli sin( <p l - <PRlJ 
i=l 

N, 

T12 = 3Pl I l L j\1~lJR2i sin( <p l + <P R2J 

i=l 

N, 

T21 = - 3P2h L j\1~2JRli sin( - <P2 - <PRlJ 
i= l 

N, 

T22 = - 3P2h L j\1~2J R2i sin( -<P2 + <PR2J 
·i= l 

This set of equations can be expressed using complex notat ion as 

Tll = 3P1S' {llMRIliu} 

T12 = 3P1S' {llMRIIR2} 

T21 = -3P2S' {1; MR2Iiu} 

T22 = -3P2S' {1; MR2IR2} 

where S'{-} signifies the imaginary part of the fun ction. 

(2.125) 

(2 .126) 

(2.127) 

(2.128) 

(2.129) 

(2.130) 

(2.131) 

(2.132) 

The equations for torque can be combined into one expression and simplified 

by substituting for the complete rotor current , IR = IRl + I R2 , yielding 

(2 .133) 
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For analysis , it may be important to know what components make up the 

total electromagnetic torque on the machine. In this case, (2 .129)- (2.132) are 

used. However, if the components are not important , then just the expression in 

(2.133) need be used. 

2.5.3 Discussion 

The torque equation and two voltage equations, (2.119) and (2.120), form the 

steady-state voltage model of the BDFi'vI. By decomposing the rotor currents into 

two separate components , t he effect of each stator winding can be determined 

which can potentially facilitate design of the BDFi'vI. This model is an improve

ment over the model presented in [21] because of its ability to determine the rotor 

loop currents. 

This model was first published as a conference paper in 1996 [22]. Subsequent 

to this, an alternative steady-state model for the BDF}/I was proposed by Ferreira 

in [23], which used harmonic analysis instead of dq analysis. The model incorpo

rated the spatial harmonics generated by the actual non-sinusoidal distribution of 

the windings around the stator circumference. The harmonic model, like the dq 

model presented here, provides for t he determination of the rotor loop currents. 

i'vIoreover , it has the advantage of slightly improved accuracy because of the inclu

sion of the spatial harmonics . However, t his is achieved at the expense of greater 

complexity. 

The harmonic model divides the analysis into two different cases, one for pos

itive sequence excitation and another for negative sequence excitation. Two dif

ferent sets of voltage and torque equations result. Nevertheless , it can be shown 

that if only the fundamental harmonics are considered in the harmonic model, t he 

resulting equations for both positive and negative sequence excitation are identi

cal to the single set of equations presented in this section. The harmonic model 

has been verified extensively in [31 , 23], and is verified in the presence of inter

bar currents in Chapter 4. However , results are presented which demonstrate the 

typical improvement achieved by the inclusion of the spatial harmonics. 

The following tests were carried out on a BDFrd that used a rotor where 
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Figure 2.6: First winding phase current of the BDFM with an insulated rotor at 

400 rjmin with 50 V applied to the first winding and 20 V applied to the second 

winding. 

the rotor bars and rotor iron were electrically insulated from each other6
. The 

first winding was supplied via a mains connected auto-transformer at a phase 

voltage of 50 V and a frequency of 50 Hz. The second winding was supplied via 

a controlled synchronous machine which provided a phase voltage of 20 V at 10 

Hz. This voltage was connected in opposite sequence to that of the first winding 

which resulted in a rotor speed of 400 r/min. The measured and predicted phase 

currents for the first winding are shown in Fig. 2.6 and in Fig. 2.7 for the second 

winding. 

As can be seen , both models are reasonably accurate. However, the additional 

harmonics , ten beyond the fundamental in this case, help improve the accuracy. 

This amount of improvement is typical. Inclusion of more harmonics beyond ten 

does not appreciably change the predicted results. The accuracy of the results 

suggest that the model presented here is suitable for design purposes. 

6The details of the stator of this BDFIvI are given in Chapter 4 
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Figure 2.7: Second winding phase current of the BDFM with an insulated rotor at 

400 rjmin with 50 V applied to the first winding and 20 V applied to the second 

winding. 
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Chapter 3 

Inter-bar Resistance Model 

3.1 Preliminary 

3.1.1 Overview 

The research group at Oregon State University tested a BDFNI using a die-cast 

rotor. They observed greatly reduced performance. So poor was the performance, 

the BDFM would not always synchronise. Vl hen it did , the stator winding currents 

were greatly increased. Through collaboration with staff' at the University of 

Cambridge , inter-bar currents flowing between the rotor bars, through the rotor 

iron , were presumed to be cause of the problem. 

The group did not have any capability to model this phenomenon because 

all previous models developed contained the implicit assumption that the rotor 

bars were insulated from the rotor iron , an assumption not previously identified. 

The observed poor performance made it obvious that if inter-bar currents were 

t he cause of the problem and were always going to be present in die-cast rotors, 

then a die-cast rotor could not be used in the BDFiVI, which would make the 

BDFM commercially unattractive . This chapter presents a coupled-circuit model 

which attempts to describe the inter-bar current phenomenon in the BDFM and 

determine whether the observed performance degradation is indeed due to the flow 

of inter-bar currents in the rotor. The model is based on harmonic analysis and 

follows the same analysis procedure described by Ferreira in [31] and also by 

\iVilliamson , Ferreira and vVallace in [23]. 
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Figure 3.1: Rotor circui t configuration of a Type I rotor with three cuts where inter-bar 

resistance paths are shown in black. 

Modelling of the inter-bar currents , a distributed and uneven phenomenon , 

can be accomplished by constraining the rotor currents to fl ow between adj acent 

bars only at specific axial locations, called cuts. Different levels of insulation can 

be simulated by adjusting the value of resistance between the bars. A high level 

of resistance in comparison to the rotor bar resistance results in , effectively, an 

insulated rotor. Conversely, a low level of resistance models an uninsulated rotor 

with characteristics similar to that of a poorly insulated squirrel cage, which, as 

will be shown ,results in significant ly degraded performance. It is believed that the 

effect of currents fl owing through t he iron between non-adj acent bars can be ad

equately modelled by modifying the resistances between adj acent bars. However, 

current paths between non-adj acent bars can be accommodated by modifying this 

analysis at the expense of greater complexity- a topic for fur ther research. 

Consider a rotor connected in a T ype I (Creedy) configuration with three loops 

within each nest . F igure 3. 1 shows the equivalent ro tor circui t configuration for 

one of the rotor nests where three cuts have been made. The inter-bar currents are 

assumed to fl ow only between adj acent bars where the cuts are made. T he com

bination of inter-bar resistances, rotor bar segments and end-connections forms a 

network of loops, each of which will have an associated mesh current fl owing in it 

as indicated in Fig. 3. 1. Each loop will contain bar segments or end-connections, 

and , at most , two inter- bar resistances. \~l illi amson , Healey, and Lloyd used a sim

ilar electrical network to represent a squirrel cage rotor in their investigation of 

inter-bar currents in single-phase motors [27]. T he machine can now be regarded 

as a set of circuits consisting of the windings of the stator and t he above-defined 

loops of the rotor. A steady-state matrix voltage equation can be wri tten of the 
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I , form , 

V= ZI (3.1) 

where V is t he applied voltage vector (equal to zero for t he rotor circuits), Z is 

t he impedance matrix containing the impedances between both stator systems 

and the rotor , and I is the vector of currents in each of the circui ts, of which some 

of t he currents may be known . The problem therefore becomes one of definin g 

coupling impedances which link all of t hese circuits together via the air-gap flux. 

In order to simplify t he analysis, and bearing in mind that t he primary objective 

of t his work is to prove t he existence of inter-bar currents as t he cause of degrad ed 

performance, t he foll owing assumpt ions are made 

• saturation may be ignored; 

• both the stator and t he rotor are smooth , un-slotted surfaces; 

• t he stator windings are excited by balanced, sinusoidal t hree phase supplies. 

3.1.2 Coordinate Systems 

In order to facili tate t he analysis, three Cartesian coordinate systems are used . In 

all of them , t here has been an implicit conversion between the natural cylindrical 

coordinates and t he Cartesian system used in t his analysis. T he conversion is 

achieved by fl attening the motor so t hat t he stator and rotor air-gap surfaces 

appear as plates separated by the air-gap . Periodicity in t he fi elds is achieved by 

using the harmonic wave number , explained later. 

The first coordinate system is the stationary (stator) reference frame (SRF), 

designated by t he coordinates (x, y , z), with direction vectors ax, ay , and az . The 

ax direction is along the axis of the motor , perpendicular to t he plane of t he 

laminations. The ay direction is along the circumference of t he motor and the az 

direction is radial from the rotor to t he stator , perpendicular to t he air-gap. 

T he second coordinate system is fi xed on the rotor and uses coordinate t riples 

(x' , y' , z ). The corresponding direction vectors are ax' , ayl , and az . This coordinate 

system forms the rotor reference frame (RRF). The RRF and SRF are related such 

that at t ime t = 0, t he two systems are coincident and share a common origin . 
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\t\Then the rotor rotates at velocity, v, there will be relative motion between the 

ay and ayl directions. Figure 3.2 illustrates the relationship between a point on 

the stator and a point on the rotor , which can be written as 

, stator 

I 
I t 

; rotor I I 
I ..... t----.... ~~I 
I vi I 
I I 

Y = 0 y' = 0 

Y = y' + vi 
• 

y' V 
~ 

Figure 3.2: Diagram showing the relationship between the stator reference frame and 

the rotor reference frame assuming the systems are initially aligned at t = O. 

, I d 
y = y + vi = Y + "2w Rt (3.2) 

where substitution of v = WR~ has been made. WR is the angular velocity of the 

rotor and d the diameter to the air-gap. The x' and z coordinates are the same 

as those in the SRFl . 

If the rotor is skewed , a third system is used with coordinates (x" , y" , z) and 

corresponding direction vectors , aXil , ayll , and az . The origin of this RRF system is 

assumed to be coincident with the origin of the previous RRF system, but rotated 

by a skew angle , I, such that the aXil direction vector is parallel to the rotor bars. 

Note that if there is no skew, 1 =0 and the two RRF systems are identical. 

In the ensuing analysis it is necessary to convert between the two RRF coor

dinate systems. Equations relating coordinates in the skewed RRF to coordinates 

in the standard RRF are derived from the dot product between a vector to an 

arbitrary point in the standard RRF and the individual direction vectors in the 

skewed RRF (see Fig. 3.3). For example, let R = xax l + yCLyl. Taking the dot 

product , first with aXil and then with CLyll , results in the transformation equations 

given in (3.3)- (3 .4) . Note that skew angles are measured in the conventional sense ; 

increasing angles are in the counter-clockwise direction. 

11 R~ A , , • 

X = . axil = x cos I + Y SIn I (3.3) 

IThe z coordinate has not been primed since it is common in all three coordinate systems. 
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Figure 3.3: A vector R shown in the skewed and standard RRF. 

11 R~ A , • , 

y = . ay" = - X SIll 'Y + Y COS 'Y 

3.1.3 Rotor Configurations 

(3 .4) 

In this work , t hree different rotor configurations are considered. Described in 

Chapter 2 during the development of the dq model , they are t he Type I (Creedy) , 

Type Il (Broadway), and Type III (modified Broadway). For each configuration 

it is assumed , 

• there are Nn = PI + P2 nests ; 

• the bars may be of different diameters and sizes ; 

• all rotor slots have t he same slot mouth opening; 

• t he bars are not necessarily equidistant about t he rotor circumference; 

• the general loop-wit hin-nest configuration is maintained. 
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'When specifying the locations of the imaginary cuts across the rotor bars , i.e. 

the location of the inter-bar resistances, a cut must be placed along the edge of 

the rotor iron whenever there is no common end-ring present. For example, since 

the Type I rotor configuration has no common end-rings , it requires at least two 

cuts, each placed along the edge of the rotor iron . The Type Il and Type III 

configurations require at least one cut because they both have one common end

nng. Additional cuts beyond the minimum number need not be equidistant. 

Placing the initial cuts along the edge of the rotor iron , as advised , is necessary 

to properly account for the air-gap coupling between the rotor loops. Although 

necessary, the initial placement does not diminish the capabilities of the model. 

Figure 3.4 shows a multi-nested Type I rotor (with three loops per nest) where 

two cuts have been specified. The lower half of the figure shows the associated 

impedance network formed by placing resistances between adjacent bars along 

the cuts. Bar resistances are shown in white and inter-bar resistances in black. 

This network , modelled using mesh currents , contains B branches and N nodes . 

By electrical network theory, there will be B - N + 1 independent loop currents. 

These are the currents that flow in the "windows" as well as an additional loop 

current that flows around the circuit formed by the outer end connections and 

inter-bar resistance links (see Fig. 3.1). Algebraically, 

(3.5) 

where Neq is the number of independent current-loops , Ne is the number of cuts 

made, Nn is the number of rotor nests, and Nl is the number of loops wi thin each 

of the rotor nests . The configuration and equivalent circuit for the Type II and 

Type III rotor are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 , respectively, where two cuts have 

been made. The number of independent loop currents in all three configurations 

is summarised in Table 3.1. 

3.2 Conductor Density Functions 

In harmonic analysis , the stator and rotor windings are mathematically described 

using conductor density functions [25], which are complex Fourier series used to 

describe the non-sinusoidal distribution of the conductors. These fun ctions are 
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Figure 3.4: One nest of a multi-nested Type I rotor (three loops per nest) showing two 

cuts and the associated impedance network due to the cuts . 

Rotor Loops 
Rotor Iron A\ ! - ,!- ,--

..... 

Inter-bar Resistance 
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! 

Figure 3.5: One nest of a multi-nested Type II rotor (three loops per nest) showing two 

cuts and the associated impedance network due to the cuts . 
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Figure 3.6: One nest of a multi-nested Type III rotor (three loops per nest) showing 

two cuts and the associated impedance network due to the cuts. 

Table 3. 1: Number of Independent Rotor Mesh Currents (Neq) 

Rotor Configuration Neq 

I 2NcNnN l + 1 

II 2NcNnN[ + NnNl + 1 

III NcNn(2Nl - 1) + NnN[ + 1 
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used to develop expressions for the coupling impedances. The results presented 

in Appendix A, which pertain to the conductor density of a typical three-phase, 

balanced statOl" winding, act as a basis for the development of t he conductor 

density functions for bot h stator windings and for the rotor current-loops. 

3.2.1 Stator 

Since each stator winding is balanced and three-phase , the resul ts given in Ap

pendix A can be applied directly. For the first winding, using equations (A.20)

(A.22) with t he proper substit ut ions, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where K, is the spatial harmonic, k = 2; is the wave number which accounts for 

t he periodicity of t he electromagnetic fields , Pl is t he number of pole-pairs of the 

winding, 

(3.9) 

is the conductor density coeffi cient , Nph l is the number of turns per phase of the 

winding, d is t he diameter to the air-gap, YOI is t he offset of t he reference coil of 

t he phase from the origin of t he SRF, 

sin (kbs ) 
}(

K. 2 

bl - ( k~s ) 
(3.10) 

is the slot widt h factor of the winding, bs is the slot mouth opening of the stator, 

( 
kO'. ) I<;1 = sin -i (3 .11) 

is t he pitch factor of a coil of t he winding, 0'.1 is the span of a coil (in metres) , 

sin (~) 
J(~l = () 

N s sin TiK. 
6P) Ns 

(3.12) 
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is the distribut ion factor of the winding, and Ns is the number of stator slots. A 

similar set of equations holds for the second winding, 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3 .1 5) 
,\ 

where the conductor density coefficient for t he second winding is 

(3.16) 

The slot width , pitch , and distribution factors are similar to those for the firs t 

winding and are made specific to the second winding by proper substitution. 

Detailed explanations of the various factors and coefficients are contained in Ap

pendix A. 

3.2.2 Rotor 

Consider the n-th rotor current-loop of t he impedance network shown in Fig. 3.7. 

It has a span an in the ay! direction and axial depth w' in t he ax! direction . The 

loop is assumed centred at (x~n ' Y~n) (not shown). Multiplying t he dimensions 

in the ay! direction by cos'y yields the projections of these lengths in the ayll 

direction. 

Loop n will have a conductor density as shown in Fig. 3.8 when looking in t he 

(Lx" direction in the skewed RRF - it has a positive conductor density along one 

bar and a negative density along t he other. The slot mouth opening has width 

bR in the ay! direction and width bR cos 'Y in t he ayll direction , as shown . The 

conductor density of loop (n + 1) is also shown to demonstrate the way in which 

the rotor conductors are modelled. 

The spatial harmonics of the rotor current-loop are represented by t he har

monic number { L with a corresponding wave number , rn , where { L is any signed 

integer value. In addi t ion to t he previously mentioned dimensions, t he effective 

wave number, rn" , is introduced to account for the skew of the rotor. It can be 
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Figure 3.7: A portion of a rotor current mesh showing loop n , assumed current directions 

and important dimensions. 
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Figure 3.8: Rotor turns density viewed in the aXil direction for loop n and loop (n + 1). 
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derived by equating the electrical distance to the actual distance travelled by one 

full period of a harmonic field to the circumference of the rotor , i. e. 

m" (nd cos 'Y) = 2n J.L 

" 2~l m 
m - ---- -

d cos 'Y cos 'Y 

Using the effective wave number and the results in Appendix A, the conductor 

density fun ction for loop n is (using the subscript Rn to signify rotor current-loop 

n) 

~ (") _ '" C- J1. -jm"y" A 

eRn Y - D Rn e axil (3.17) 
J1. 

where the conductor density coefficient can be expressed as 

(3.18) 

where 

sin (mb R ) 
J(t' _ 2 

bR - mbR (3.19) 
-2-

is the slot width factor for the J.L-th harmonic and 

J1. . (man ) 
]{ pRn = S111 -2- (3.20) 

is the pitch factor of loop n for the J.L-th harmonic . Both equations (3.17) and 

(3.18) can be transformed to the standard RRF using the relationship in (3.4) 

yielding, 

~.n (x' , Y') = L C'~n ejmx
' tan 'Y e- jmy

' axil (3.21) 

(3.22) 

Equations (3.21) and (3.22) specify the conductor density function for a particular 

rotor loop in the standard RRF, which will be useful in the development of the 

coupling impedance expressions. 
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3.3 Impedance Relationships 

The expressions for the coupling impedances between the electrical circuits are 

derived using the conductor density functions of the rotor and stator windings as 

well as the geometry of the machine. This is a two step process. The first step 

is to examine the stator produced fields. This will lead to expressions for the self 

impedances of the two stator windings. It will also lead to expressions for the 

voltages induced in the rotor current-loops. This expression contains the mutual 

impedance between the stator and the rotor. The second step examines the rotor 

produced fields. Currents that flow in the rotor current-loops produce fields which 

couple with the rotor loops themselves as well as with the stator. Analysis of this 

coupling yields expressions for the rotor self-impedance as well as the rotor-stator 

coupling impedance. 

3.3.1 Stator Fields 

The analysis relies on the assumption that balanced currents flow in a particular 

stator winding. These currents set up a travelling wave of current density which 

produces a magnetic field . This magnetic field is associated with 

an electric field which , in conjunction with the conductor density function , can 

then be used to determine the air-gap inductance of the stator winding as well as 

the coupling impedance relating stator currents to induced rotor voltages. For the 

moment , only air-gap fields are considered. Leakage components and resistance 

are added after the main air-gap produced inductances are calculated. 

For a general stator winding, assume positive sequence balanced currents with 

frequency Ws of the form , 

iA (t) = R { .J21sejWst } 

iB(t) = R { .J21sej (wst- 23-<)} 

ic(t) = R { .J21sej (ws t+2n} 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

j'vIultiplication of these currents by the conductor density functions for each of the 

phases yields the current density produced by the stator winding, 

(3.26) 
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Simplifying and assuming the spatial harmonics are represented by I'\, and the wave 

number by k, 

(3.27) 

in which the harmonics are constrained by the relationship 

(3.28) 

where q is any integer and 1'\,1 is the fundamental harmonic , which IS also the 

pole-pair number of the winding. 

If a negative sequence current set is impressed on the windings instead, the 

same current density expression in (3.27) results except with the constraint on 

the harmonics being 

(3.29) 

For both types of excitation , the current density calculation confirms that a bal

anced three phase winding produces the expected harmonics associated with a 

three phase machine, 1, -5, 7, - 11 , 13 ... However, in order to use just one ex

pression for the constraint on the stator harmonics, that given in (3.28) , the fun

damental harmonic for negative sequence excitation is assigned a negative value, 

1'\,1 = - P . This attaches some physical significance to the fundamental 

harmonic since, in actuality, the negative sequence fields travel in an opposite 

direction to positive sequence fields. 

The magnetic flux density due to the current flowing in the different 

windings can be determined from the application of Ampere 's Law. It is assumed 

that the rotor and stator iron are infinitely permeable and that the permeability of 

the air-gap is that offree space (/-Lo). Integrating counter-clockwise along the path 

shown in Fig. 3.9 yields a relationship between the flux density and the current 

density, 

1 (~ obs(y , t) ) bs(y , t) ~ - bs(y, t) + a !::,.y 9 - 9 = Js(y , t)!::"y 
~ y ~ 

obs(y , t) _ /-Lo ~ ( ) a - Js y, t 
Y 9 

(3 .30) 
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Figure 3.9: Representation of the magnet ic field in the air-gap. 

The expression for the magnetic flu x density will have a form similar to that 

of the current density, 

(3.31) 

Therefore , by differentiating and comparing terms, 

(3.32) 

The electric field in t he stator reference frame can be calculated using Faraday's 

Law , 

\7 x e= _ ab 
at (3.33) 

and realising t hat the electric fi eld and m agnetic flux density are orthogonal to 

each other in this system. The expression for the electric field can be assumed to 
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have a form similar to the magnetic field , 

(3.34) 

Differentiat ing and equating terms yields the expression 

(3.35) 

As indicated in (3.34) , t he electric field points in t he same direction as t he 

conductor density function . 

Thus far t he analysis has derived an expression for the electric field produced 

by an arbi t rary stator winding. T his general expression can be made specific by 

proper substitution. Explicitly, the electric fie ld produced by the first winding is 

(3 .36) 

where 

(3.37) 

in which the harmonics included in the summation , which comes directly from 

(3 .28), are given by 

(3.38) 

For t he second winding, 

(3.39) 

where 

(3.40) 

For t he second winding, the spatial harmonics are denoted by A and t he associated 

wave number is l in order to distinguish t he spatial harmonics produced by t he 
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second winding from those produced by the first winding. The harmonics present 

in t he electric field are given by 

(3.41 ) 

where t he value of t he fundamental (/\1) can be eit her posit ive or negative depend

ing on whether t he winding is excited wit h either posit ive or negative sequence 

currents , respectively, and q2 is any signed integer . 

The expressions for the electric fields produced by both windings are used to 

determine t he stator induced voltages in both stator windings as well as in t he 

rotor . 

3.3.2 Stator-Stator Coupling 

Self Induced Back EMF 

T he electric fi eld produced by an arbi t rary stator winding couples wi t h itself, 

producing a back emf. In order to determine t he back emf, the product of t he 

electric field and t he conductor density for t hat winding is integrated over t he 

surface area spanned by t he coils considered in the conductor density function. 

For t he stator conductor density function used in t his analysis , the area considered 

is t he stator bore. Hence, t he back emf, uss(t) , is determined by t he integral 

expreSSlOn 

uss(t) = l W 
fo' 7rd es(y , t) . cs(y) dy dx (3.42) 

where t he double subscript denotes the voltage induced in one winding due t o 

currents in t he other. For t his sit uat ion , t he same subscript is used . 

By direct substit u t ion of t he expressions for t he electric field and conductor 

density fun ction for t he first phase of an arbi t rary three-phase stator winding 

given in (A.20) , 

'uss(t) = ( IV ( 7rd R {L V2Esej (Ws t - kY) } [Lx ' L Cs' e - jk'Y[Lx dy dx 
Jo Jo" ,,' 

= R {L L V2TV EsCs' e j ws t {7rd e - j(k+k')Y dY} (3.43) 
" ~ Jo 
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Only the first phase quantity needs to be considered because the windings are 

balanced . To simplify the expression in (3.43) , the conductor density function , 

because it is wholly real, was moved to within the influence of the real operator. 

In order to distinguish between harmonics, the spatial harmonics considered in 

the conductor density function were denoted with a prime. 

The integral reduces to a non-zero result only when k + k' = 0, in which case 

the integral reduces to the value 7fd . Substituting k' = -k, and recognising that 

CSK = C'S*, yields a general expression for the self induced back emf, 

(3.44) 

which contains the air-gap impedance , Z'Ss , given by 

Z": = j3~107fdHIWS ICKI2 

ss gk2 S 
(3.45) 

It should be noted that the emf calculated acts in the same sense as positive 

current flow. Algebraically, t his is represented by a voltage equation of the form 

v + u = 0 where v is the applied voltage and u the induced voltage. Thus, a 

negative induced voltage is a back emf and the impedance shown is that which is 

usually used in coupled-circuit analysis. The expression for the induced voltage 

can be made specific to each of the two stator windings. For the first stator 

winding, 

(3.46) 

where 

(3.47) 

For the second winding, 

",,(t) ~ -!JI { z;= J2I, z;,eiw,t } (3 .48) 

where 

(3.49) 
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The expressions in (3.47) and (3.49) are the self impedances of the windings 

due only to air-gap flux. They must be supplemented with the resistance of the 

winding and the leakage inductance , calculated by classical means , to make them 

complete . 

Coupling Between the Two Stator Windings 

For proper operation of t he BDFiVI, there should be no coupling between the 

fields produced by t he two stator ,"vindings. This is achieved by proper selection 

of t he pole-numbers of the windings. For example, a four pole winding produces a 

field with 4, - 20, +28 , 44 , .. . etc. poles and an eight pole winding produces a field 

with 8, -40, +56 , - 88 , ... etc. poles . Investigation of the voltage induced in one 

winding by the other will yield a condition under which coupling occurs. This is 

determined by integrating the product of the electric field produced by t he first 

winding and the conductor density function of the second winding yielding 

(3 .50) 

By inspection, the integral reduces to zero unless le + l = o. In this case, 

coupling occurs . Therefore the condition le + l = 0 must be avoided . This is 

equivalent to the condition /1;+ /\ = O. By substitution for the harmonics contained 

in the fields produced by t he windings , the following condi t ion on the fund amental 

harmonics must be avoided , 

(3.51) 

where /1;1 = P1 and A1 = P2 for positive sequence excitation and /\1 = - P2 for 

negative sequence excitation . The values of pole-pair combinations that should 

not be used for both sequence cases are summarised in Table 3.2 for P1 ::; 10 and 

P2 ::; 10. This table also identifies those combinations where the pole-pairs must 

differ by more than one in order to avoid unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP) [10]. 
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Table 3. 2: Discouraged Stator Pole-Pair Combinations of the BDFM 

I Pole-Pairs 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 110 I 

1 x x x x 

2 x x x x 

3 x x x 

4 x x x 

5 x x x x x 

6 x x x 

7 x x x x x 

8 x x x 

9 x x x 

10 x x x 

3.3.3 Stator-Rotor Coupling 

In order to determine t he voltage induced in a rotor loop due to currents fl owing 

in an arbi t rary stator winding, a change of variables is performed on t he stator 

current density using t he relat ionship in (3. 2) in order to t ransform the CLlrrent 

density into the RRF. The same analysis procedure used to determine t he electric 

fi eld in the SRF is foll owed to determine t he expression for t he stator produced 

electric fi eld in the RRF , 

(3.52) 

where 

(3 .53) 

and the frequency of t he currents produced in t he rotor circui ts , w~ , is given as 

(3.54) 
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where WR is the rotor speed. 

Equation (3.52) is the electric field , produced by a stator winding, seen by a 

rotor circuit. The frequency of the field , as shown in (3. 54) , depends on rotor 

speed. In order to calculate the induced emf in a rotor circuit, the product of the 

stator produced electric fi eld and the conductor density of the rotor current-loop is 

integrated over the area where that rotor current-loop conductor density function 

is defined. For the n-th rotor current-loop , 

i·
x ' +w' /211rd 

UR"S(t) = . 0" es(y' , t)CR" (x' , y') dy dx 
x~Il-W' / 2 0 

(3.55) 

Note that the limits of integration are taken over the depth of the rotor loop in 

the ax' direction and are over the entire circumference. For convenience , t he limits 

are given in reference to the coordinates of the centre of the loop. Both (3.53) 

and (3.21) are substituted into (3.55) , and making use of the fact that CR" (x' , y') 

is wholly real, to yield 

UR"S (t) = R {I: I: hEsC~llcos 'Yejw's t. 
Ko /.L 

j.x~" +w' /2 i·1rd } 
e - j(k+m)y' e jmx' tan , dy' dx' 

x~ll - w' / 2 0 

(3.56) 

The integral with respect to y' reduces to 7rd when k + m = O. However , the 

integral with respect to x' requires a further simplification, 

i
x~ll +w' /2 

e(jmx' tan , ) dx' = w' ejmx~" tan , I(~~ 

X~ n - lV' /2 
(3.57) 

which introduces the harmonic skew factor, f{;~ , given by 

sin ( mw' ~an , ) 

J( {t = _ ---'---,-__ -'-
sI.- mw' tan , (3.58) 

2 

Using this result to simplify (3.56) yields the induced emf in n-th rotor current-

loop due to currents flowing in a stator system. This emf, UR" S(t) , given in terms 

of the stator harmonics , is expressed 

UR.S(t) ~ -lR { v'2~ ztsfsejW,t} (3.59) 
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where the coupling impedance, ZR"S ' is given by 

(3.60) 

Proper substit ut ion yields t he expression for the induced emf due to the first 

winding, 

(3.61) 

where 

(3.62) 

and 

I 
W 1 = W l - K,WR (3.63) 

Similarly for the rotor loop voltages induced by the second winding, 

(3. 64) 

where 

(3. 65) 

and 

(3.66) 

The result ing expressions show that each stator winding induces a separate 

rotor voltage component . Each component will consist of a harmonic series of 

voltages at frequencies determined by the spatial harmonics of the part icular stator 

winding distribution, t he rotor speed , and the frequency of the statOl" currents . 

For certain harmonics the two components of rotor voltage will be at the same 

frequency. In this case, cross coupling from one stator winding to the other occurs. 

This concept is discussed later. 
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3.3.4 Rotor Fields 

Each component of induced rotor voltage gives rise to a component of rotor cur

rent. Determination of the fields produced by the currents flowing in a rotor loop 

proceeds in a manner similar to that used in the determination of the stator fields. 

Expressions for t he rotor fields are needed to determine the voltage induced in a 

stator winding. Equation (3.59) shows that an arbitrary stator winding induces 

rotor voltages with a frequency w~ . The rotor currents will vary with the same 

frequency. Therefore, the component of current which flows in the n-th rotor loop 

can be wri tten 

(3.67) 

The K;-th component of rotor current density is given by the product of the 

conductor density function of the rotor loops and the rotor current , 

---K. (' ') --- (' ') . K. ] RIl x , Y , t = C R Il x , Y 'L R Il (3 .68) 

Substituting (3.21) and (3.67) yields, 

]---K. (.1;' y' t) = R {'"""" -/2CJ1- I K. ej(W~ t-mY') } a.1I 
RIl ' , ~ RIl RIl X 

J1-

(3.69) 

The rotor current density points in the direction of the rotor bars . However, 

because of t he laminations , only the ax ' component produces useful flux. Other 

components will be ignored. The ax' component of current density is given as 

(3.70) 

By analysing t he rotor fi elds in t he SRF, an expression for t he induced emf 

is more easily derived. The current density is transformed into the SRF by the 

change of varia bles specified in (3.2) . Performing the transformation and simpli

fying yields 

(3.71) 
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where 

J" (x) = (;tL cos ry I" ejmx tan I 
. RIl Rn Rn{P) (3.72) 

The transformation produces a change of frequency to w~ , such that 

(3.73) 

This expression shows that the frequency of the rotor current density, as viewed 

from the stator, consists of a stator supply component with an additional speed 

and harmonic dependent component superimposed . 

The rotor current density is used to calculate the magnetic flux density. Using 

Ampere 's Law, as was done to determine an expression for the magnetic flux 

density produced by the stator winding, yields the foll owing relationship between 

the harmonic components of rotor magnetic flux density and current density, 

fJbRIl (x , y, t) _ /-Lo ---" ( ' t) 
;:.') - J R x, y , 
uy 9 11 

(3.74) 

The n;-th component of magnetic flux density can be expressed 

(3.75) 

Differentiating and equating terms yields an expression for the rms vale of the 

magnetic flux density, 

- /-Lo -Bn (x) = j - JtL (x) 
R n g1TI Rn 

(3.76) 

The n;-th component of rotor electric field is determined using Faraday's flux 

cutting rule, 

fJe RIl (.:r, y, t) 
fJy 

fJbRn (.:r , y , t) 
fJt 

The expression for the electric field can be expressed as 

e" (x y t) = R {~ hE" (x )ej(w'St - my) } a . RIl ' , L Rn X 

tL 
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where by differentiation and equating of terms, 

11 

E'" (x) = - Ws El' (x) Rn m Rn (3.79) 

Each n;-th component of rotor electric field will induces voltages in the stator 

windings containing a range of harmonics, evidenced by the summation over fL 

in (3.78). Even though there is no constraint on the value that fL can hold

any signed integer- n; is constrained by the relationship expressed in (3 .28), i.e. 

n; = (6q + 1)n;1 . 

The BDFlVI contains two stator windings , each of which causes a set of rotor 

currents to flow . One set of rotor currents is due to the first stator winding and 

the other due to the second stator winding. The rotor field analysis just presented 

for an arbitrary stator winding can be made specific to a particular stator winding 

by proper substitution. Hence, 

where 

11 

E- '" (.) - W 1 B- 1' ( .) R 1 X - -- R 1 X 
fl m n 

13'" _. fLa p' (x) 
Rn 1 - J g7n Rn 1 

J'" (X) = (;/L COS rv I'" ejmx tan I Rn1 Rn I Rn1 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

(3.83) 

for a rotor current induced by the first winding. The second subscript , 1, em

phasises that the rotor quantity is due to the first stator winding. The harmonic 

number n; is given by (3.38) , i. e. n; = (6q1 + 1) n;1. The frequency of the rotor fields 

in the SRF, by making the proper substitutions into (3.73) , is given as 

(3.84) 

Similar substitutions for the second winding show that 

(3.85) 
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where 
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Figure 3.10: Magnetic flux density produced by a single rotor loop . 

w" 
jJ;>' (.T) = -~Bt' ?(x) 

R ,,2 1n R,,_ 

B- A . Mo ]-t' ( ) 
R2=J- R2 x 

" g1n " 

PI (x) = et' cos ry JA eJ'rnx tan 'Y 
R ,,2 R" I R,,2 

(3 .86) 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

The harmonic number A is given by (3.41) , i. e. /\ = (6 q2 + 1)/\1' The frequency of 

t hese fields in the SRF, w~ , is expressed 

(3.89) 

The expressions for t he rotor electric fields are used to determine t he voltages 

induced in the stator windings. Before doing so, it is more convenient to calculate 

the rotor self-impedances . 

3.3.5 Rotor-Rotor Coupling 

T he self impedance of a rotor loop is determined by excit ing t he n-th loop with a 

current I R" and assuming all other rotor currents to be zero. Figure 3.10 shows 

the magnetic flux density produced by a current flowin g in a single rotor loop of 
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span O"n. Ampere's Law is used around the integration path shown in Fig. 3.10 

to relate the flux density produced within the span of the rotor loop , B i , to the 

returning flux outside the span of the rotor loop , Ba. This relationship can be 

expressed 

Bog _ Big = IR 

/-lo /-lo " 
(3.90) 

where it assumed that the flux crosses perpendicularly to the rotor surface and 

that the iron has infini te permeability. By Gauss ' Law, the flux produced by the 

loop returns via the remainder of the circumference of the rotor. Thus, a further 

relationship between Bi and Ba is obtained, 

(3.91) 

Combining (3.90) and (3 .91) , and isolating the variables , yields expressions for 

the flux densities , 

B - - /-lOO"n I 
o - 7rdg R" 

(3.92) 

B. = /-lo (1 _ O"n) IR 
1 g 7rd" 

(3.93) 

The n-th rotor current-loop has a span O"n and a depth w'. The product of loop 

area and inner flux density yields the flux produced by a rotor loop . Inductance, 

by definition , is flux per unit current. Therefore , the self inductance of a rotor 

loop can be expressed 

L /-lo ( O"n ) , 
RR = - 1- - w O" 
"" g 7rd n 

(3.94) 

However, by making cuts along the rotor in order to represent the inter-bar 

resistance paths, the rotor is divided into axial segments designated as bands, 

that is the portion of the rotor between two adjacent cuts. Rotor loops in the 

same band couple with each other. However, flux produced by a loop in one 

band does not couple with rotor loops in other bands. Therefore, for loops that 

couple, the mutual inductance between the n-th and m-th rotor current-loops can 

be expressed 

(3.95) 
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The K-th component of rotor current , assumed to be due to the flux produced by 

an arbitrary stator winding, has a frequency w~, given by (3.54). Expressions for 

the values of the rotOl~ self-impedances and mutual impedances are determined 

by multiplying the rotor inductance by the frequency of the K-th harmonic rotor 

current , ws" t hus 

, 
Z'" =' MoW O'n (1 _ O'n) W ' 

R"Rn J g 7rd s (3.96) 

, 
Zk -Z __ .MoO'nO'mW

w' 
R" Rm - R m R" - J d S 

7r g 
(3.97) 

The induced emf in loop n due to the K-th component of rotor current in loop m 

can be expressed 

(3.98) 

In addition to the impedance due to air-gap coupling, the self impedance of a 

loop must be supplemented with the resistance of the segments that make up the 

loop as well as any leakage reactance (which may be frequency dependent) of the 

loop. 

3.3.6 Rotor-Stator Coupling 

A single rotor loop current couples with both stator windings. It will have been 

induced by a particular stator winding. \ !\Then that rotor current couples wi th 

the stator winding which induced it , the coupling is called direct coupling. When 

it couples with the other stator winding, it is called cross coupling. It is cross 

coupling which allows the two stator windings to interact in a constructive manner. 

This process is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. 5. 

For example, the rotor loop current ill" 1 is induced by the first winding. This 

rotor loop current directly couples with the first stator winding and cross couples 

with the second stator winding. Similarly, rotor loop current i~,,2 is induced by 

the second winding. It cross couples with the first winding and directly couples 

wi th the second winding. 
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Direct Coupling 

In order to determine the voltages induced 111 a stator winding due to directly 

coupled rotor currents , the product of the rotor electric fie ld and the conductor 

density of the stator winding is integrated over the diameter of the machine and 

the depth of the rotor loop. For coupling between the K;-th component of rotor 

electric field , eR" 1 (x, y, t), and the first stator winding, 

l
xo" +w' /21·7rd 

U~R"l(t)= . , e~" l(X , y , t) ' Cl(y)dydx 
xo,,-w / 2 0 

(3.99) 

After considerable simplification , 

I{. () In { r;::,~ Z- j.L I- I{. jWllt } u1Rn1 t = -n v2 L: lR"l Rnle 1 (3.100) 

where the frequency of voltages is given in (3.84) and 

(3.101) 

is the direct-coupling impedance. Similarly, coupling between the /\-th component 

of rotor electric fi eld , e~,,2(X , '!J, t) , and the second stator winding is expressed 

(3.102) 

where the frequency of voltages is given in (3.89) and 

(3.103) 

is the direct-coupling impedance. 

Even though the same superscript ~t is used in both (3 .101 ) and (3.103) , the 

values are independent of each other. The coupling impedances are given super

scripts , K; or \ which refer to the harmonic of the rotor current that induces the 

particular stator emf. 
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Cross Coupling 

The induced stator voltages due to cross coupling are determined in the same man

ner as t he voltages due to direct coupling with t he exception that the conductor 

density function for t he other stator winding is used. 

The coupling between the K:-t h component of rotor current and t he second 

stator winding can be written directly as 
J 

" () _ \\3 { In "" Z- /-l ]- " jW'it} u 2 R,,1 t - -~1- v2 L;: 2R ,, 1 R"l e (3 .104) 

where t he frequency of voltages is given in (3.84) and 

Z
- { L 

2R,,1 - (3.105) 

is the cross-coupling impedance. Similarly for cross coupling between the /\- th 

component of rotor current and t he first stator winding, 

(3.106) 

where the frequency of voltages is given in (3.89) and 

(3.107) 

is the cross-coupling impedance. 

Once again, t he superscript p, in both sets of equations is independent . Fol

lowing the convention used in writing t he expressions for the direct-coupling 

impedances , the superscript of the impedance denotes the harmonic number of 

the rotor current which induces the stator voltages . A triple subscript is used to 

denote the winding where the voltage is induced , the rotor loop current which is 

responsible, and the stator winding which induced the rotor current , respectively. 

3.4 Voltage Equations 

Expressions for all of t he coupling impedances have been determined. The next 

stage in t he analysis is to assemble the voltage equations using these expressions. 



Before assembling the voltage equations, the condition under which the BDFr,/I 

synchronises is considered. As mentioned in Chapter I , only synchronous oper

ation is desirable when doubly-fed. Hence, this analysis will only consider that 

mode of operation. 

Vl hen the currents induced in the rotor by both stator windings are at the sam e 

frequency, the components are indistinguishable. This relationship prescribes the 

condi t ion for synchronous operation. Equating t he two separately induced rotor 

current frequencies , W l and W2, 

I I w1 = w2 

Wl - I1:W R = W2 - A W R 

W l - W2 
WR = 

11: - /\ 
(3 .108) 

gnres an expression for the rotor speed . It is known that t he BDFM will syn

chronise at a speed dictated by the fundamental components of the stator fi elds. 

Thus, 

Alternatively, a llowing w~ = - wb, 

For t he fundam entals, 

W l - W2 
WR= 

11:1 - /\1 

W l + W2 
WR = 

11:1 + /\1 

(3.109) 

(3.110) 

(3.111) 

Two different speed equat ions exist t hat dictate the speed at which the BDFM 

will run synchronously, (3.109) and (3 .111). It can be shown that when the rotor 

is constructed with PI + P2 nests , the rotor will rotate at a speed given by (3 .109) 

for negative sequence excitation applied to t he second winding (/\1 < 0) and at 

a speed governed by (3.111) for positive sequence excitation (AI > 0)[31]. The 

opposite is t rue if t he rotor is constructed with IFI - P2i nests2
. This analysis is 

concerned with a rotor of PI + P2 nests, which is the usual construction. 

2 Although theoretically possible, the author is unaware of a BDFlvI with IPI - P2 1 nests 

having been built. 
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Equations (3.108)- (3.111) can be used to determine which harmonics of the 

fields produced by one stator winding will produce voltages on the other stator 

winding at the supply frequency of the other stator winding. By equating the 

denominators of (3.108) and (3.109), (n; - /\) = (n;1 - AI) ' a constraint for cross 

coupling between A and n; is obtained for negative sequence excitation applied to 

the second winding. Using (3.38) and (3 .41) results in 

(3.112) 

Similarly for positive sequence excitation , 

(3.113) 

Only those harmonics produced by a stator winding which satisfy either (3.112) 

or (3.113) , depending on the excitation sequence applied to the second winding, 

will induce supply frequency voltages in the other stator winding, thus enabling 

cross coupling from one stator winding to the other via the rotor. 

Because two separate expressions for speed exist depending on the sequence of 

excitation applied to the second winding, there are two possible cases to consider 

when developing the voltage equations. The first case will be concerned with 

negative sequence excitation , which results in the rotor speed given by (3.109). 

The second case is for positive sequence excitation with a rotor speed given by 

(3.111). 

In both cases, the stator voltage equations have the general form , 

Neel 

V I + 'U11 + L (ltlRlll + UIR Il 2) = 0 (3.114) 
11= 1 

N e,! 

V2 + U22 + L (U2R ll l + U2R 1l 2) = 0 (3.115) 
11= 1 

where VI and V2 are the applied stator voltages with form vs(t) = ~ { J2V,e j ws t }. 

The remaining voltages , It , are the voltages derived in Section 3.3 . The effects of 

the rotor are incorporated by the summation over all Neq rotor loops. If a rotor 

loop does not couple via the air-gap flux , then the appropriate term is set to zero. 

Implicit in both equations is a summation over the relevant harmonics. 
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On a harmonic basis , the voltage equations for the n-th rotor loop can be 

written , 

N eq 

o = '1iR"- 1 + "LL"'R- R 
11 ~ 11 m 

(3.116) 
m == l 

(3.117) 

where the effect of the other rotor loops on the n-th loop is accounted for in the 

summation on m. 

The equations in (3 .114)- (3.117) can be solved by representing the quantities 

as phasors. However , all of the complex quantities must be at the same frequency. 

Determination of the correct frequencies , and hence the form of the equations , is 

dependent on the sequence of excitation applied to the second stator winding. 

3.4.1 Negative Sequence Excitation 

Consider the stator voltage equations given in (3.114) and (3 .115) . The self in

duced voltage (back emf) of each stator winding is already at the supply frequency, 

either Wl or W2 respectively. Thus, it is straightforward to express the self-induced 

voltages given by equations (3 .46) and (3.48) in phasor form . Supplementing them 

with the phase resistance , Rl or R2 , and leakage inductance, Ll1 or L 12 , yields the 

phasor relationships 

0 11 = - ( R j + jwjLll + ~ Zfl) 11 

0" = - (R' + jw,L12 + ~Zi') 1, 

(3.118) 

(3.119) 

Considering the general voltage equation for the first winding, given by (3.114) , 

the voltage induced due to the direct-coupled rotor current (LLIRlll) is at a fre

quency w~' = W l + (M - K)WR. In order for the voltage equation to be consistent, 

the frequ ency should be at the supply frequency, Wl. By setting M = K, w~ = Wl 

and the induced voltage , simplifying (3.100) , becomes 

(3 .1 20) 
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where 

(3.121) 

By a similar argument, setting {L = A in the expression for w~ results in 

U2Rn2 = - Lv'2Z;Rn21~n2 (3 .122) 
A 

where 

(3.123) 

By specifying M, many harmonics, which generate ripple on the supply voltage , 

are ignored. Remembering the goal of this analysis , which was to show that inter

bar currents result in poor performance during operation of the BDFIvI , ignoring 

them does not adversely affect the accuracy of the solution desired. If their effect 

must be included , then a series of voltage equations, one for each stator time 

harmonic of interest, must be formulat ed with any source impedances seen by 

that harmonic included in the equation. 

The voltage due to the cross-coupled rotor current , 'UIRn2 , is at a frequency 

w~. However , in order to achieve consistency in the voltage equation , this voltage 

should be a phasor at a frequency WI. Setting w~ = WI and solving for the rotor 

speed , 

W l - W2 
WR= 

{L - /\ 
(3 .124) 

In order for this equation to match that in (3.108) , M must be set to M = /\,. 
Substituting {L = /\, into (3.106) and simplifying, 

UIRn2 = - L v'2Z~Rn21~n2 (3.125) 
x 

where 

(3.126) 

and the summation index has been changed to X in order to designate that only 

those harmonics which satisfy the condition for cross coupling, (3 .112) , are in

cluded. 
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By a similar analysis for the other cross-coupled voltage, U2Rn 1 , consistency in 

the voltage equatiolls is obtained by setting w~ = W2. This results in the condition, 

p, = /\ . Substituting into (3 .104) and simplifying, 

U2Rn1 = - L v'2ZtRn J~n 1 (3.127) 
X 

where 

(3.128) 

Once agam the summation index X is used to signify tha t the harmonics are 

constrained and only include the harmonics which cross couple. 

Further simplification is achieved by expressing the rotor voltages as phasors 

and assembling into the matrix equations, 

I~ = [IRl 

lit = [IAl 

(3.129) 

(3.130) 

Consequently, the mutual impedances become vectors of dimension 1 x N eq . The 

stator voltage equations can now be expressed 

(3.131) 

(3.132) 

In order to simplify the voltage equations further , expressions for the rotor 

voltages need to be developed in phasor form . In matrix form the rotor equations 

can be expressed as 

o = z~111 + Z~RI~l 
-,\ - -,\-,\ 

0 = ZR2 I2 + ZRR1R2 

(3 .133) 

(3.134) 

where the mutual impedances are expressed as vectors of dimension Neq x 1. For 

the n-th rotor loop that couples via the air gap flux, 

(3 .135) 

(3 .136) 
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which are the same expressions as (3.62) and (3.65), given here for the sake of 

completeness, and where w~ = (Wl - K,WR) and wb = (W2 - AWR). The rotor 

impedance matrices, ZRR and ZitR' incorporate the effects each of the loops has 

on each other. The matrix is a simplified way to represent t he impedances seen 

by each of the mesh currents (see Fig. 3. 1) . The diagonal elements include the 

air-gap self-impedance supplemented with the resistance of each of the branches 

of the rotor lop circuit and t he leakage inductance of the rotor bar segments which 

form the loop . Off-diagonal elements will be non-zero for loops that are eit her 

adjacent or couple via t he air-gap. 

T he harmonic ro tor current in each equation can be isolated, 

and substituted into the voltage equations, (3.133) and (3.134) , to obtain 

(3.137) 

(3.138) 

VI = ( RI + jwlLll + z;= Z~I - Z~Rl Z~iilZ;'U) 11 + ~ Z~R2Z~iilZ~212 
(3.139) 

1/2 = (R2 + jWILl2 + L Zi2 - Z;R2Z~RIZ~2) 12 + L Z;RIZ~RIZR111 
A X 

(3.140) 

This set of equations, which may be cast into a matrix voltage equation of the 

form V = ZI, describes t he electrical performance of the BDFr./I when negative 

sequence excitation is applied to t he second winding. T he speed of the machine 

will be governed by (3 .109) , where a negative fund amental is used to signify the 

negative sequence excitation. The harmonics that cross couple can be determined 

using (3.112) and are represented by the summation index X. T he stator currents 

are solved using (3.139) and (3. 140). The rotor currents, if desired, can be solved 

on a harmonic basis using (3. 137) and (3.146). 

3.4.2 Positive Sequence Excitation 

In the general voltage equations given in (3.114)- (3.117) , each of the induced 

voltages must be at the same frequency. For positive sequence excitation applied 
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to the second winding the phasor relationships expressed in (3.118)- (3.123) are 

still valid and represent voltages at the corresponding stator supply frequencies. 

However , the situation changes when dealing with the voltages induced due to 

cross coupling. 

Consider the first stator winding. The voltage due to cross coupling with the 

second winding, UIRn 2 , is at a frequency w~. vVhen set to the negative of the 

supply frequency, w~ = -Wl , the following expression for rotor speed is obtained ,3 

(3.1 41) 

This implies that in order to match the expression for rotor speed given in 

(3.110) , J-L should be set to J-L = -K,. Recognising that Z-K = ZK*, the conjugate 

relationship , the voltage in (3.125) can be written 

U1Rn2 = - 2.:= v0,z~~n21~n2 (3 .142) 
X 

However , this voltage phasor is at a frequency -Wl . In order for the voltage to be 

at the positive frequency W l , t he conjugate relationship is used , 

U- * ~ in2Z- K I-'x* 
l Rn 2 = - ~ v L, l R,,2 R,,2 (3.143) 

X 

where the expression for the impedance is unchanged from that given in (3 .126), 

(3.144) 

Hence, for the first stator winding, 

(3 .145 ) 

All of the current and voltage phasors in (3.145) are at the positive frequency 

W [ , thus forming a consistent set of equations. As in (3.131) , the summation 

index X signifies that only those harmonics which cross couple (satisfy (3.113)) 

are included . 

3It should be noted that setting w~ = W l , as was done for negative sequence excitation, would 

not have resulted in an applicable expression for rotor speed. Consult [31J for more information. 
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An expression for t he rotor current, I~2 ' is obtained by taking the conjugate 

of (3.138) , 

(3 .1 46) 

Substituting this expression along with the expression for rotor current given in 

(3.137) into (3.145) yields 

ill = (RI + jW1Lll + L Z~l - Z~RIZ~RIZ~l ) 11 + L Z~R2 Zi;R-l zi;21; 
K x 

(3.147) 

For the second stator winding, the voltage U2Rn 1 is at a frequency -w~. Setting 

w~ = -W2 and solving for the rotor speed , 

(3.148) 

Setting /-" = - A in order to match the speed equation given in (3.110) and substi

tuting into (3 .104) results in the voltage phasor relationship 

U2Rn 1 = - L /2z;~n 1 It 1 (3. 149) 
X 

where 

(3.150) 

which is simply the conjugate of the expression given in (3.128) . 

The voltage phasor in (3.149) is at a frequency -W2 . For consistency of fre

quency, use is made of the conjugate relationships of (3.119) , (3 .1 22) , and (3.134) 

to obtain the voltage equation , in matrix form , for the second winding, 

1/; = (R' - .i w [L12 + ;;= z,'; - Z;it, Zi.:" 1 zi.:,) 1; + ;;= Z;it, Zi'tR 1 Z RI 1[ 

(3.151) 

Equations (3.147) and (3.151) describe the electrical performance of the BDFi\lI 

when the second'winding is subjected to positive sequence excitation. In this case, 



\ 

( 

the speed equation in (3.111) holds. If required , the harmonic rotor currents can 

be solved for by using (3.137) and (3.146). 

It should be noted that depending on the speed of operation desired, the 

BDFr..'! will operate with either positive sequence or negative sequence operation . 

The appropriate set of equations for each sequence must be used to determine the 

performance of the machine. 

3.5 Torque Equations 

The electromagnetic torque equation is developed by considering the elemental 

force on a rotor bar segment that forms a rotor loop given by 

ell = -iRn (t) elf X b(y' , t) (3.152) 

where iRn (t)is the rotor current of the n-th loop, elf is the elemental position 

vector of the rotor segment through which the current flows , and b(y' , t) is the 

flux density which passes through the current-loop as a fun ction of time and rotor 

posi t ion (y'). 

The flux density is obtained directly from the currents using the equations in 

the previous section . After considerable simplification of the resul t ing expressions, 

the steady-state torque may be shown to be the sum of four components 

(3.153) 

where Tll and T22 are the components due to direct coupling and T12 and T2 1 are 

the components due to cross coupling. Expressions for each of the four elements 

are derived in detail in Appendix B. Repeating (B .39) and (B.40) , 

(3 .1 54) 

(3 .155) 

For negative sequence excitation applied to the second winding (from (B.47) and 
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(B.48)) , 

T = -dlU'SR {~ 3f-Lo J(K. J(K. . ejky~" CK.* fA J*} 
12 ~ G k pR" sk 1 R" 2 1 

X 9 
(3.156) 

Y, =_dW'SR{~3f-LOJ(A J(A.ejly~"CA* JK. J*} 
21 ~ gl pR" sI,; 2 R" 1 2 

X 

(3.157) 

while for positive sequence excitation (from (B.45) and (B.46)) 

T = - dw'SR {~ ~to J(K. J(K.. e-jky~" CK. fA J } 
12 ~ 9 k pR" sk 1 R" 2 1 

X 

(3.158) 

(3.159) 'T' I 'In {L 3/-to }(A }(A -jly' C- AI-K. I- } 
121 = -G W :Jl - l pR ' ske 0" 2 R 1 2 9 11 11 

X 

The expressions for torque, in conjunction wit h the voltage equations, com

pletely describe t he electro-mechanical operation of the BDFM under the influence 

of inter-bar currents within the limits of the assumptions made. Specifically, the 

motor was assumed to have a smooth air-gap, be unsaturated , and the inter-bar 

currents were assumed to flow between adjacent rotor bars in specific locations. 

The validity of t he model under these assumptions is discussed in t he next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Verification and 

Investigation 

This chapter presents the results of experiments performed on a BDFrvI using a 

rotor fabricated in such a way as to ensure the fl ow of significant inter-bar currents 

between the rotor bars. The experimental results not only demonstrate that the 

inter-bar resistance phenomenon causes degraded performance, but also serve to 

validate the inter-bar resistance model presented in Chapter 3. The correlation 

between measured and predicted resul ts suggests that the model is a sufficiently 

accurate tool for predicting the inter-bar current effects in a BDFiVI. 

4.1 Rotor Test Results 

The presence of inter-bar currents in a rotor implies that the resistance between 

the rotor bars and rotor iron is relatively low in comparison to the bar resistance. 

In order to achieve this result , a rotor was constructed in which the rotor bars 

were hammered into the rotor slots. This resulted in a good contact between the 

rotor bars and the rotor iron . The rotor was skewed one rotor slot (lOO) in order 

to facilitate electrical contact between the rotor bars and the rotor iron. 

Before welding the end-connections to the bars, the inter-bar resistance was 

measured between all pairs of adjacent bars. A fixed dc current (10-20 A) was 

inj ected into one bar and extracted from the other and the voltage between them 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Verification and 

Investigation 

T his chapter presents the results of experiments performed on a BDFM using a 

rotor fabricated in such a way as to ensure the fi ow of significant inter-bar currents 

between the rotor bars . T he experimental resul ts not only demonstrate that the 

inter-bar resistance phenomenon causes degraded performance , bu t also serve to 

validate the inter-bar resistance model presented in Chapter 3. T he correlation 

between measured and predicted resul ts suggests that the model is a sufficient ly 

accurate tool for predicting the inter-bar current effects in a BD F},/I. 

4.1 Rotor Test Results 

T he presence of inter-bar currents in a rotor implies that the resistance between 

the rotor bars and rotor iron is relatively low in comparison to t he bar resistance. 

In order to achieve this resul t , a rotor was constl'Ucted in which the rotor bars 

were hammered into the rotor slots . T his resulted in a good contact between the 

rotor bars and the rotor iron. The rotor was skewed one ro tor slot (10°) in order 

to facilitate electrical contact between the rotor bars and the rotor iron. 

Before welding the end-connections to the bars, the inter-bar resistance was 

measured between all pairs of adj acent bars. A fixed dc current (10-20 A) was 

inj ected into one bar and ext racted from the other and the voltage between them 
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Figure 4.1: Measured values of inter-bar resistance around the rotor between adjacent 

bars assuming five cuts. 

measured. This data provided an estimate of the inter-bar resistance. ~/Iore detail 

concerning the calculation of the inter-bar resistance and experimental methods 

is given in Appendix C. 

For t he purposes of this work , t he inter-bar resistance is assumed to be uniform 

(although the model is capable ofrepresenting non-uniformity) modelled by a fixed 

number of cuts represented by lumped resistances, as described in Chapter 3. In 

actuality, because of the inconsistencies in the bar to iron contact, the resistance 

between adjacent bars varies . Fig. 4.1 shows the variation in the measured values 

of inter-bar resistance assuming five cuts. The average value of inter-bar resistance 

is 164 ~LO , with a standard deviation of 22.9 pO. Error due to measurement 

equipment suggests a maximum error of ±3 pO. This is far less than the standard 

deviation showing that the variation measured is truly due to variations in the 

bar to iron contact resistance. 

Further investigations were carried out to determine whether the inter-bar 

resistance was dominated by the contact resistance between the rotor bar and 

rotor iron , or whether it was dominated by the resistance of the iron . In order to 

answer this question , current was injected between non-adj acent bars. 
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Figure 4.2: Measured values of inter-bar resistance between non-adjacent bars assuming 

five cuts. 

Figure 4.2 shows the inter-bar resistance between bars with successively greater 

spacing, up to a span of 15 bars , along with a best-fi t linear relationship between 

resistance and span. There is a slight upward trend in resistance as the span 

between the bars increases , owing to a component of resistan ce due to the rotor 

iron resistivity. However, if the iron resistance were to dominate , the increase 

would be linear with near uni ty slope. This is not the case, implying that the 

bar-iron contact resistance dominates . 

4.2 Machine Test Results 

The validity of the inter-bar resistance model was tested in four stages, each 

relying on the accuracy of the model in different ways. The first stage involved 

no-load induction motor tests where only one winding was excited at a t ime. In 

t his sit uation , t he BDF~d behaves like an induction motor with a modified cage 

rotor. The second stage involved performance modeling of a machine with an 

insulated ro tor as well as comparisons with the predicted resul ts of the harmonic 

model presented in [23]. The third stage involved locked-rotor induction motor 
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tests. The final stage involved tests to verify the ability of the model to represent 

inter-bar currents as well as accommodate the cross-coupling between the stator 

windings. This involved simulating and measuring the performance of the BDFM 

under normal , synchronised operation. 

All quantities mentioned are phase quantities. For predictions , the model 

includes 10 spatial harmonics in addition to the fundamental for each winding. 

This number was determined by trial and error while observing the effect of the 

number of harmonics on the precision of the predicted results . 

It should be kept in mind that the purpose of this work is to establish the 

existence of inter-bar currents and to determine whether degraded performance 

can actually be attributed to this phenomenon. This work is neither attempting 

to espouse the benefits of the BDFf./I, nor diminish the commercial potential of the 

BDFf.-tI. The tests were performed on a BDFM that was not optimised and which 

is not claimed to be representative of a well designed machine. The detailed test 

results described are not indicative of a purpose-designed BDFM , however they 

do portray the general behaviour that can be expected from a BDFM . 

4.2.1 Test Configuration 

Throughout the experimental verification process the same test equipment was 

used in order to help maintain repeatability of the tests. The experimental con

figuration , shown in block form in Fig. 4.3 , is used for tests where both windings 

are excited. In this case, the first winding is referred to as the power winding 

and the second as the control winding. For single winding excitation , one of the 

windings is left disconnected and the other is line excited via an autotransformer. 

For all the tests , the line frequency is 50 Hz. 

~When the BDFM is doubly-fed , the power winding is line-excited via an au

totransformer and the control winding is excited by a synchronous generator. 

Frequency control of the second winding is achieved by varying the speed of the 

synchronous generator with a vVard-Leonard set. The control winding voltage 

level is controlled by adjustment of the synchronous generator field voltage. The 

torque on the BDFM is varied with a DC dynamometer which is controlled with 

another Vlard-Leonard set . The torque is measured using a torque transducer. 
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Figure 4.3: Test configuration for double excitat ion with variable frequency. 

Positive torque signifies motoring action of the BDF1VI and negative torque gen

erating action. \l\Tard-Leonard sets were used because suitable power-electronic 

drives were not available. The significant drawback to is that the speed of the set 

varies with the load demand due to the presence of the induction motor. This 

makes testing at constant speeds difficult and introduces error into the test results. 

The BDFM under investigation has a 4 pole power winding and an 8 pole 

control winding. Details of the BDFM are given in Table 4.1. The rotor is a 

Type I configuration (Creedy) with no common end-ring (see Fig. 3.4). Pertinent 

loop specifications are given in Table 4.2 . 

Two rotors are considered in the experiments, one with insulated rotor bars 

(the subject of the investigations described in [24]) and one of similar construction 

specially fabri cated to promote rotor bar to iron contact . The rotor with no 

insulation is identical in all respects to the rotor with insulated bars except for 

the lack of insulation and the introduction of skew of one rotor slot (lOO). The 

skew was required to provide a tight fit of the rotor bars. Although larger bars 

may have precluded the need to skew the rotor , they were not available at the 

time the rotor was being fabricated. 
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· Table 4. 1: BDFM Specifications 

Dimensions 

stator slots 48 

air-gap (mm) 0. 5 

stack length (mm) 27.3 

diameter (mm) 164.6 

stator slot mouth (mm) 3. 04 

rotor slot mouth (mm) 2.54 

Stator Power Winding Control Winding 

number of layers 1 1 

span (slots) 12 6 

t urns per coil 8 15 

phase resistance (D) 0.32 0.70 

leakage inductance (mH) 1.44 2.69 

Rotor 

number of nests 6 

loops per nest 3 

type Type I (Creedy) 

Table 4.2: Rotor Loop Specifications 

Quantity Inner Loop Middle Loop Outer Loop 

span (mm) 14.364 43 .092 71.820 

bar resistance (J..LD) 54.48 57.78 59 .16 

end segment resistance (J..LD) 2.87 9. 12 15.56 

bar leakage inductan ce (J..LH ) 0. 575 0. 575 0.575 
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Figure 4.4: No load test results with the powel; winding (4 poles) excited and the other 

winding left open . 

4.2.2 No-Load Tests 

The no-load test is performed to determine whether the stator quantities calcu

lated by the inter-bar model are sufficiently accurate. The shaft of the motor 

is maintained at the synchronous speed of the winding under test , 1500 r/min 

for the power winding (4 poles) and 750 r/ min for the control winding (8 poles). 

Because only one winding is excited and the rotor is rotating at the synchronous 

speed with respect to the excited winding, there are no currents induced in the 

rotor. Nevertheless , the model employed five inter-bar resistances, each of 164 ~LD, ) 

between adjacent bars. Figme 4.4 shows the results of the no-load test for the 

power winding. 

During the test , the measured speed of the motor varied by up to 5 r/min. The 

tachometer used to measure the speed was accurate to ±1 r/min. The remaining 

error was due to speed variations in the dynamometer. Consequently, predicted 

results for a speed of 1495 r/min are also shown. The predictions for 1505 r/min 

(not shown) are similar. 

The measm ed values are bracketed by the predictions for 1500 r/min and for 

1495 r/min shaft speeds, which suggests that the predicted values were within the 
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Figure 4.5: No load test results with the control winding (8 poles) excited and the power 

winding left open. 

measurement error. The motor begins to saturate at voltages above 150 V. 

Fig. 4.5 shows the results for the control winding (8 poles) under the same 

test. Predictions were made for 745 r/min to account for the speed variation of 

the dynamometer witnessed during the experiment . Similar predictions result for 

a speed of 755 r/min. T he measured results are bracketed by the two predictions. 

T he motor saturates beyond 175 V. 

Even though the predicted and measured results for both windings do not 

coincide precisely, t he level of correlations suggests that the stator quantity pre

dictions are sufficiently accurate. 

4.2.3 Insulated Rotor Test 

The next step in verifying the proposed inter-bar current model is to check its 

accuracy against resul ts generated by a model ignoring inter-bar currents (such as 

that proposed in [23]) and also those obtained by measurement for an insulated 

cage rotor. Because the distributed effect of current flow between adjacent bars is 

modelled by lumped resistances placed at specific locations along the axis of 
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Figure 4.6: Power-winding and control-winding phase current at 400 r/min for VI = 50 V 

and V2 = 20 V plotted against torque for a machine with an insulated rotor. 

the rotor , called cuts , setting the value of the resistances to an appropriate value 

can model different levels of insulation between the rotor bars and rotor iron. 

The situation when the rotor bars are insulated from the iron can be modelled 

by increasing the level of lumped resistance to a large value in comparison to the 

value of rotor bar resistance. Through trial and error, a value of 1000 n between 

the bars in five locations was found to be sufficient . 

V/hen using the above value of resistance , the inter-bar current model is able 

to generate the same predictions of performance, to several decimal places l
, as 

the insulated bar model presented in [23]. The insulated bar model has itself been 

verified experimentally using the same stator, but using a rotor with an insulated 

cage. For example, Fig. 4.6 shows the predicted and measured variations of wind

ing current for a power-winding phase voltage (1/1 ) of 50 V and a control-winding 

phase voltage (112 ) of 20 V. The power winding was line-excited via the autotrans

former and a 10 Hz control-winding voltage was provided via the synchronous 

generator. 

lSlightly less accurate predictions (accurate to the first or second decimal point) result when 

using a value of 1 n between adjacent rotor bars 
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Figure 4.7: Locked rotor test results of the power winding (4 poles) along with predic

tions for an insulated cage rotor and a rotor with an inter-bar resistance of 164 j.lD. 

4.2.4 Locked Rotor Tests 

Under locked rotor conditions , the rotor resistance becomes very important and 

the efFect of the inter-bar currents should be clearly present. This set of tests 

determines the accuracy of the model in predicting the behaviour of the BDFNI 

in the absence of cross-coupling since only one winding is excited at a time. 

The model includes ten spatial harmonics in addition to the fundamentals , as in the 

no-load test. The inter-bar resistance phenomenon is modelled using five axial 

cuts. Along each cut, connecting adjacent bars, is an assumed inter-bar resistance 

of 164 I-'J2. The rotor used in this test is the same as that used in the no-load tests 

and will be the same rotor used in all subsequent tests . The number of harmonics 

and cuts were determined through trial and error. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the test results for both windings. Predictions for 

an insulated cage are also shown to illustrate the efFect inter-bar currents have on 

the stator currents . There is a high degree of correlation between the measured 

and predicted results. The inter-bar current paths have caused higher levels of 

stator current to flow in order to provide the additional losses presented by the 

inter-bar resistances. 
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Figure 4.8: Locked rotor test results of the control winding (8 poles) along with predic

tions for an insula ted cage rotor and a rotor with an inter-bar resistance of 164 /-Lo'. 

The locked rotor tests suggest that the model is performing as expected and 

that the model parameters are sufficient ly accurate . However, t he question of the 

validity of using 164 pJ2 for an inter-bar resistance value as opposed to a different 

value remains . 

Figure 4.9 shows locked rotor predictions on the power winding (4 poles) for 

different values of inter-bar resistance along with the measured resul ts. The level 

of correlation between results and measurements suggests that a value of 164 J-LD 

is sufficiently accurate . 

4.2.5 Doubly-Fed Tests 

The foregoing tests suggest that the model provides an acceptable level of accu

racy using an inter-bar resistance value of 164 J-LD. Each of the previous tests 

validated different aspects of the model. The accuracy of the model when the 

BDFM , while using an uninsulated rotor , is doubly-fed still remains. Two sepa

rate tests are performed, one at 400 r/min and another at 600 r/min . Both speeds 

correspond to applied cont rol-winding frequencies of 10 Hz, negative sequence ex-
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Figure 4.9: Locked rotor test results of the power winding (4 pole) along with predictions 

for inter-bar resistance links of lOO, 164, 200 , and 300 /-Lo' . 

citation for the former speed and positive excitation for the latter speed. Tests 

at the same frequency are performed to determine the effect of phase sequence on 

the predictions. 

Tests at 400 r /min 

In order to operate the BDFM at 400 rjmin , the control winding is excited at a 

frequency of 10Hz in opposite phase sequence to that of the power winding (of 

frequency 50 Hz) . Tests are carried out to determine the ability of the inter-bar 

model to predict the performance of the BDFiVI with both windings excited. The 

control-winding voltage is supplied via the synchronous generator connected to 

the \i\Tard-Leonard set (see Fig. 4.3). Low values of voltage are used in the tests 

in an attempt to avoid saturation of this BDFf.-/I. 

Figure 4.10 shows the predicted and measured variations of power-winding 

current with applied torque for a power-winding phase voltage (VI) of 50 V and 

a control-winding phase voltage (V2 ) of 20 V. Figure 4.11 shows the predicted 

current in the control winding for the same conditions. Both graphs also include 

the predictions for insulated bars in the same (skewed) rotor . 
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Figure 4.9: Locked rotor test results of the power winding (4 pole) along with predictions 

for inter-bar resistance links of 100, 164, 200 , and 300 /-lD. 

citation for the former speed and positive excitation for the latter speed. Tests 

at the same frequency are performed to determine the effect of phase sequence on 

the predictions. 

Tests at 400 r / min 

In order to operate the BDFM at 400 r/min , the cont rol winding is excited at a 

frequency of 10 Hz in opposite phase sequence to that of the power winding (of 

frequency 50 Hz). Tests are carried out to determine the abili ty of the inter-bar 

model to predict the performance of the BDFr·/I with both windings excited . The 

cont rol-winding voltage is supplied via the synchronous generator connected to 

the \i\Tard-Leonard set (see Fig. 4.3). Low values of voltage are used in the tests 

in an attempt to avoid saturation of this BDFrk 

Figure 4.10 shows the predicted and measured variations of power-winding 

current with applied torque for a power-winding phase voltage (Vd of 50 V and 

a control-winding phase voltage (V2 ) of 20 V. Figure 4. 11 shows the predicted 

current in the cont rol winding for the same conditions. Both graphs also include 

the predictions for insulated bars in the same (skewed) rotor. 
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Figure 4.12: Input power to both windings at 400 r/min for VI = 50 V and V2 = 20 V 

plotted against torque . 

Two observations can be made from these graphs. Firstly, the inter-bar current 

model clearly predicts the main effects of bar to iron contact. Secondly, the bar 

to iron contact is seen to have two effects: the current required (in both windings) 

to produce a given torque is increased- indicating a reduction in efficiency- and 

the range of available torques is reduced. 

Investigation of the input power to the windings further reveals the significant 

impact the inter-bar current paths have on performance. Figure 4.12 shows the 

variations of the two stator winding input powers, along with those of an insulated 

rotor , with load torque. Firstly, the inpu t power is significantly more positive 

at the same torque levels. This again indicates increased losses and reduced 

efficiency. Secondly, the input power is always positive for this operating condition 

regardless of whether the torque is positive or negative. The presence of the 

BDFiVI inter-bar currents has prevented the BDFNI from acting as a generator 

when mechanical power flow is into the machine. All the energy flowing into the 

machine is dissipated as heat. 

Figure 4.13 shows the efficiency of the machine under the same test conditions. 

The presence of the inter-bar currents has clearly reduced the efficiency of the 
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Figure 4. 13: Efficiency at 400 r / min for VI 
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50 V and V2 20 V plotted against 

machine in comparison to a machine using an insulated cage rotor. Indeed, t he 

inter-bar currents have prevented the machine from acting as a generator since 

the efficiency is zero when attempting to generate , which is equivalent to positive 

electrical input power for negative input torque as shown in Fig. 4. 12. 

Even though the predicted effi ciency calculations only consider resistive losses, 

a good agreement exists between predicted and measured results . In fact, the 

predicted efficiency is less than that measured. Since iron losses are not included , 

which would lower the predicted efficiency further if included, it can be concluded 

that the loss in the rotor due to the inter-bar currents is being over-estimated. 

However, t he level of correlation suggests that the trend is predicted and t hat the 

reduction in efficiency is due to the flow of inter-bar currents . 

Although the accuracy could be improved, the trends are predicted. In an 

attempt to improve the accuracy, the actual inter-bar resistance values shown 

in Fig. 4.1 were used between the adjacent bars as well as both slight ly larger 

and slightly smaller values of average inter-bar resistance. The changes on the 

predictions were minimal , which suggested that the value of inter-bar resistance 

was most likely not the cause of the error in predictions. Thus, t he errors are due 
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to phenomena not considered in the model. 

The most likely cause of t he inaccuracies is due to not modelling the flow of 

inter-bar currents between non-adjacent bars. No attempt was made to model this 

flow because the results are accurate enough to show that inter-bar currents signif

icantly impact the performance of the BDF1\lI- the goal of this analysis . Because 

of the extent of the observed performance degradation , despite t he inaccuracies 

in the model, it is clear t hat the rotor bars must be insulated from the rotor iron 

if satisfactory operation is to be expected . 

Tests at 600 r /min 

To operate the BDF1\lI at 600 rjmin, the control winding is excited with a voltage 

at 10 Hz in the same sequence as the power winding. The tests at 600 rjmin are 

performed wit h the same level of applied voltages as used in the tests at 400 rjmin. 

The purpose of the tests is to determine if the accuracy of the model is affected by 

the sequence of the control-winding voltage . Figure 4.14 shows the predicted and 

measured variations in power-winding current for varying load torque. Fig. 4.15 

shows the resul ts for the control winding. Also shown are the predicted results 

for an insulated cage-rotor. Both graphs show that the current is increased for 

the same torque due to t he flow of inter-bar currents. However , for this operating 

condition , the torque limi ts are not appreciably reduced when inter-bar currents 

flow . 

The accuracy of predictions has worsened for the power winding and improved 

for t he control winding in comparison to the test results at 400 rjmin. Predictions 

were made using the actual measured inter-bar resistances between the bars , in

stead of an average value of 164 pJJ , to see if the accuracy improves . The predicted 

results were similar to those predicted using the average value- no improvement in 

accuracy was obtained. As was concluded for the tests at 400 r j min , the discrep

ancies are most likely due to the flow of inter-bar currents between non-adjacent 

rotor bars. Nevertheless , the trends are clearly predicted . 

Potentially, the discrepancy could be due to saturation . Hunt suggests in 

the discussion of his paper that "it is only necessary to make the [stator] iron 

sufficient to take the flux of the field having the smaller number of poles" [2, 
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Figure 4. 14: Power-winding phase current at 600 r / min for VI = 50 V and V2 = 20 V 

plotted against torque. 
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Figure 4. 15: Control-winding phase current at 600 r/min for VI = 50 V and V2 = 20 V 

plotted against torque. 
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Figure 4.16: Input power to both windings at 600 r / min for VI = 50 V and V2 = 20 V 

plotted against torque. 

pg. 674 (Discussion)]. His work suggests that the stator winding wit h the larger 

number of poles may be more suscept ible to saturation of the teeth than the 

other winding. Conversely, the one with the lower number of poles will be more 

suscepti ble to saturation of the stator core. Unfortunately, the inter-bar current 

model does not take into account saturation so this hypothesis could not be tested. 

Nevertheless , the low values of voltage suggest saturation is not likely. 

Figure 4. 16 shows the input power to the windings for an uninsulated rotor as 

well as for an insulated rotor. Once again , the input power is more posit ive than 

that for an insulated rotor for all torque levels. During the measurements , the load 

torque was not increased appreciably beyond 50 N . m, which was the rated torque 

limit of t he t ransducer, for fear of damaging the equipment. T herefore, although 

predictions showed that the motor would event ually generate above 60 N . m, this 

could not be verified. Nevertheless , the predictions and tests have shown that the 

inter- bar currents have significantly degraded the performance of the machine. 

T he efficiency of the machine, both predicted and measured, is shown in 

Fig. 4. 17. For the uninsulated cage, t he efficiency is greatly reduced in com

parison to a machine with insulated rotor bars. Even though only resistive losses 
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are considered in the predictions, the correlation between measured and predicted 

results quite good. The inter-bar current paths prevent the BDF1VI from generat

ing any output power when supplied with a generating torque , signified by a zero 

efficiency. 

As in the tests at 400 r/min , the predicted efficiency would be less if rotor 

losses were included in the model. This suggests an over-estimate of the copper 

losses in the rotor due to the inter-bar currents , most likely due to having too Iow a 

value of inter-bar resistance. If a higher value of resistance were used , there would 

be less current fiow between the bars and hence, less losses. However , despite t his 

over-estimate, the trend is predicted . 

4.3 Investigations 

4.3.1 Threshold Resistance 

The results achieved during the tests are encouraging and suggest that the model 

can be used to make predictions with some level of confidence. In this section 
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Figure 4.18: Predicted input power of the power winding for different values of inter-bar 

resistance at the following conditions : 400 r /min, VI = 50 V, V2 = 20 V. 

differing levels of inter-bar resistance are used in order to answer the question , 

"How good should the rotor insulation be?" 

Figure 4. 18 shows the effect of different inter-bar resistances on the inpu t power 

of the power winding under the same supply condit ions as used in t he experimental 

work . The control-winding input power is not shown since the performance will 

be dominated by the power flow through the power winding. 

'When attempting to generate, the machine will not start to produce any output 

power unt il t he equivalent inter-bar resistance has increased to nearly 400 jJJ2. 

However , in order to get performance close to that of an insulated machine, t he 

inter-bar resistance should be greater than about 10 mD-an increase of about 

two orders of magnit ude. rvleasurements made on a similarly sized die-cast rotor of 

an induction motor showed the equivalent inter-bar resistance to be around 3 mD 

[32]. This is an order of magnitude improvement, but still needs to be increased. 

The corresponding plot of the effi ciency, Fig. 4.19, displays t he effects of the 

varying inter-bar resistances in a different manner. As can be seen , any value 

of inter-bar resistance causes a reduction in the efficiency due to increased losses. 

For reducing values of inter-bar resistance, the effi ciency decreases. With negative 
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Figure 4.19: Predicted efficiency for different values of inter-bar resistance at the fol

lowing conditions: 400 r /min , V1 = 50 V, V2 = 20 V. 

torque inpu ts (attempting to generate), the machine produces no output power, 

signified by zero efficiency. 

Similar investigations can be performed at 600 r/ min under the same supply 

condi t ions, except wi th the sequence of control-winding voltages reversed . Fig

ure 4.20 shows the inpu t power of the power winding plotted against torque for 

different values of inter-bar resistance. Figure 4.21 shows t he corresponding effi-

clency. 

The inpu t power is increasingly more positive for aa given value of torque with 

reducing inter- bar resistance. Furthermore , the machine has significantly reduced 

efficiency for any value of inter-bar resistance less t han around 10 mO. In contrast 

to the operation at 400 r/ min , the torque limits first increase and then decrease 

with reducing values of inter-bar resistance . Unfortunately, this increase in torque 

capability is at the expense of increased losses resulting in worsened performance. 
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4.3.2 Torque Limits 

\iVhen considering the use of the BDFM in a variable speed application, it is 

useful to know what limits oftorque the machine can produce for different speeds. 

Obviously, these limits will be dependent on the voltages applied to each of t he 

windings. These torque limits have been addressed for an insulated rotor without 

skew by Ferreira in [31J and by vVilliamson, Ferreira and \iVallace in [24J. However , 

examining the effect of inter-bar resistances on the torque limits is worthwhile to 

see the overall effect t hey have on the torque capabili ty of t he machine. 

Consider a BDF.M with the power winding connected to a supply with voltage 

VI and frequency h. The control winding is connected to a variable voltage and 

variable frequency supply. T he maximum voltage that can be produced by the 

control winding is V2max ' Both of the stator winding currents , because of t hermal 

considerations, must be less than the values 11max and 12max ' The determination 

of t he torque limits will now involve searching for the optimum value of excitation 

(112 or 12 ) and torque angle for a given value of speed. 

F igure 4.22 shows the results of the search for the torque limits for both t he 

insulated and uninsulated rotors (~b = 164 /-tD-) used previously in the experi

mental verification. The phase voltage of the power winding was fixed at 100 V, 

which also acted as t he control-winding voltage limit. Both winding currents 

were limited to 20 A. The frequency of t he cont rol winding was allowed to vary 

up to 100 Hz while the power-winding frequency was fixed at 50 Hz. In order to 

achieve speeds less than the natural speed of NT = 60 Pl~P2 = 500 r/min , negative 

sequence excitation was allowed for the control winding. Speeds below 0 r/min 

were allowed in t his simulation in order to show the shape of the envelope. 

For the insulated rotor , the torque is relatively constant around the speed 

of 500 r/min, corresponding to dc excitation. Beyond a certain point , the torque 

limi ts decrease non-linearly. The fiat portion of the curve is a resul t of the imposed 

current limits while the sloping regions of the curve are due to voltage limi tations. 

The torque limits decrease to zero at the synchronous speed of t he power winding, 

id PI = 1500 r/min , a resul t of t he induction motor aspects of t he machine. For 

decreasing speeds (including those in the opposite direction ofrotation) the torque 

appears like t hat experienced during field weakening, owing to the voltage limit. 
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Figure 4.22: Torque limits versus speed for both the insulated rotor and uninsulated 

rotor with an inter-bar resistance value of 164 J-LD under the following constraints: V1 = 

100 V, V2 ::; 100 V, h ::; 20 A, h ::; 20 A, h = 50 Hz , and h ::; 150 Hz 

Results achieved when the inter-bar resistance is set to the threshold value of 

10 mD are not shown since they are similar (with slight reduction of the torque 

limits) to those of the insulated rotor. 

For the uninsulated rotor, clearly, a value of inter-bar resistance of 164 ~/'D has 

a drastic effect on the capability of the machine to produce torque. Not only is the 

symmetry affected , but the limits are greatly reduced in terms of speed range and 

torque in comparison to those of an insulated rotor. This graph further reinforces 

the notion that the inter-bar resistance should be minimised. 

Experiments were not carried out at these voltage levels for two reasons. 

Firstly, the stator currents which would have been measured , based on predic

tions, would have caused overheating of the motor. Secondly, because of the poor 

magnetic design of the motor , the voltage levels would have caused the machine 

to saturate [31] . 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Discussion 

This dissertation has presented two different coupled-circuit models of the BDFNI. 

The first model is based on conventional, induction-motor dq analysis and yielded 

bot h a t ransient and steady-state model, the latter being a tool to aid in design. 

The second model used harmonic analysis to develop a set of equations which were 

used to predict t he performance of the machine under the influence of inter-bar 

currents . 

T he dq model is an advancement of the general pole-number model presented 

in [21]. It provides for the prediction of the overall machine performance as well 

as t he prediction of the individual rotor loop currents. As a dynamic model, it 

not only predicts the t ransient behaviour of t he machine, bu t also provides a base 

for t he development of mo tor controllers. 

A competing model to t he dq model is t he harmonic model developed by Fer

reira et al. presented in [23]. T his model, like the inter-bar model presented in this 

dissertation , uses harmonic analysis to derive complex coupling impedances be

tween t he different stator and ro tor circuits. T he found ation for harmonic analysis 

is the complex conductor density function (see AppendixA), used to describe t he 

non-sinusoidal distribut ion of the windings about the stator. T he resul t is a more 

accurate representation of t he construction of t he machine t han that provided by 

the dq, resul t ing in slightly more accurate predictions of machine performance. 
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The development and comprehensive verification of the harmonic model are well 

documented in [23 , 24, 31]. Since it can be shown that the dq model and the 

harmonic models match exactly when only the fundamental spatial harmonics are 

considered, the verification presented in [23 , 24, 31] also acts as a verification of 

the dq model. 

Even though the dq model is a useful design tool, the competing harmonic 

model presented in [23] is probably better used in commercial design programs 

because it provides slightly more accurate performance predictions over the dq 

model. It also allows for the calculation of the electromagnetic fields inside the 

motor (assuming linearity of the magnetic circui ts). Unfortunately it is presently 

only capable of performing steady-state analysis 

Because of the problems experienced in the die-casting of a BDFrvI rotor , a 

model needed to be developed which could correctly attribute the performance 

degradation to inter-bar currents, accurately predict the performance of a machine 

under the influence of inter-bar currents, and identify a threshold level of resis

tance that should be attained in the rotor fabrication process which would not 

seriously degrade machine performance. The second model , presented in Chap

ter 3, represents the primary focus of this dissertation and was developed to meet 

these requirements. 

The model was made genera.! enough to accommodate any value for the resis

tance between adjacent bars as well as any value for the bar segment resistances. 

This flexibility allows the model to predict the performance of a BDFf\/I using an 

insulated rotor , an un insulated rotor , or a rotor subject to other imperfections 

such as those due to broken rotor bars , cracked end-rings (if present) , and poros

ity of the rotor bars. All of these effects can be modelled by adjusting either the 

inter- bar resistances or the actual bar segment resistances . The effects of porosity 

in single phase induction motors have recently been investigated in two papers 

written by vVilliamson et al. in [27, 28] . 

The verification of the model proceeded with the fabrication of a rotor where 

the bar to iron contact was promoted. The inter-bar current paths between ad

jacent bars were represented by five equal resistances , chosen based on trial and 

error. The resistance between the bars was measured to be 164 pJJ. A series of 

experiments and simulations were performed to verify the accuracy of the model 
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and show the performance of the BDFrvI under the influence of inter-bar currents . 

Results showed that the inter-bar currents cause an increase in the rotor losses. 

This leads to an increase in the magnit ude of the winding currents (for some 

operating condit ions), a reduction in efficiency, and an increase in the power sup

plied to the windings. Experiments showed that , when at tempt ing to generate , 

the BD FM with the fabricated, uninsulated rotor would not produce any output 

power even though it would remain synchronised when applied with mechanical 

inpu t power. The presence of the inter-bar currents virtually precluded the op

eration of the BDFrvI as a generator. T he inter-bar currents also significant ly 

decreased the peak torque capabili ty of the machine, as indicated in Fig. 4.22. 

T he accuracy of the predictions changed wit h the sequence of the voltages ap

plied to the cont rol winding. For negative sequence excitation , the power-winding 

current predictions were more accurate than those of the control winding. Con

versely, for posit ive sequence excitation , the control-winding current predictions 

were more accurate than those of the power winding. Yet , the predictions for a 

BDFM using an insulated rotor were correct for both windings under the same 

supply condit ions. This suggests that the cause of this discrepancy is most likely 

due to the flow of inter-bar currents between non-adj acent rotor bars since the 

volt ages were too low for the machine to be appreciably saturated. Neverthe

less , the degree of correlation between the predicted and measured resul ts showed 

conclusively that inter-bar currents significant ly degraded machine performance. 

Computer simulations were performed using the model to ident ify a thresh

old level of resistance necessary to obtain satisfactory performance. T he results 

showed that the inter-bar resistance needed to be increased to a value grea ter 

than 10 mD in order to achieve performance close to that obtained using an in

sulated rotor. Resistance measurements on a die-cast induction motor rotor of 

similar size, as reported by Gersh , Smit h and Samuelson in [32] , showed that the 

equivalent resistance (for five equal resistances between adj acent rotor bars) was 

approximately 3 mD, an order of magni tude worse than that which should be 

achieved. In conclusion, if the benefi ts associated wi th using a BDFIVI are to be 

realised, special precautions must be taken to insulate the rotor bars from the 

rotor iron. 
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5.2 Future Work 

From the author 's experience 111 t he BDFM , the following topics need further 

attent ion if the BDF?vI is to become a commercial product: design, saturation, 

start ing, rotor manufacture , capability curves , dynamic response and generator 

operation. Each of these items is addressed in the following paragraphs. 

5.2.1 Design 

There are three good models to fa cili tate the design of the steady state perfor

mance of the BDFM: the dq model and inter-bar current models presented here 

and the harmonic model in [23]. Although all are accurate and capable, none have 

been used to design a special purpose BDFM that has been built and tested. 

Research to date has always carried the caveat that the machine studied is 

"sub-optimal. " In order to demonstrate the viability of the BDFM as a mar

ketable item, an optimally designed BDFl\!J should be constructed and tested , thus 

demonstrating the benefits of low converter rating, high speed range capability, 

and power factor control. Of course, each of these interrelated aims may be 

mutually exclusive, t herefore some sort of balance must be sought. Indeed, the 

concept of an optimum design must be defined based on the perceived application 

of the machine. 
As for the choice of models, the author recommends using the model pres~n.ted 

by Ferreira et al. for design purposes, which was briefiy described in [23] and fu lly 

described in [31] . The inter-bar current model should be reserved for studies of 

rotor anomalies since the results presented here compel a manufacturer to ensure 

the rotor bars are insulated if acceptable performance is to be achieved. If dynamic 

studies are conducted , the dq model should be used , making use of the impedance 

formu lae given in [31]. 

5.2.2 Saturation 

Saturation is a problem that has plagued the experimental motors developed both 

at the University of Cambridge and at Oregon State University. As was found 

through the development effort , two three-phase windings on the same stator cause 
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problems in the design of the motor magnetics. The design programs developed 

thus far have not adequately addressed the effects of saturation and the demands 

on the stator iron. 

To predict the effects of saturation , Ferreira developed a two-dimensional finite 

element model in his Ph.D. thesis [31]. Although successful , the solutions were 

computationally intensive , requiring several days to extract a single data point. 

For design purposes, the computational time needs to be shortened. 

One possible method of modelling saturation is to use saturation factors , as 

is done in conventional induction machine analysis. This , although seemingly 

straightforward , is actually complicated by the fact that the two stator windings 

are of different pole numbers. This will require modifications to the published 

methods of calculation of saturation factors. T his author recommends more re

search be performed in the development of these factors. 

5.2.3 Starting 

Very li ttle research has been conducted to determine acceptable methods of start

ing the BDFM. One possible method is to start the BDFM synchronously from 

standstill and gradually increase the frequency of the control-winding voltages in 

order to raise the speed of the motor. The drawback to using this method is that 

the converter rating may become larger than necessary, i.e. more expensive , mak

ing the drive commercially less attractive. Another method is to start the BDFr./I 

as an induction machine with only the power winding excited. As the machine 

approaches the lower limit of the speed range , the second winding is engaged 

so as to synchronise the BDFi\lI on-the-fly. The research group at Oregon State 

University uses this technique with some success [33]. However, more research is 

needed on this topic in order to prescribe a method that can be shown to work in 

all situations. 

5.2.4 Rotor Manufacture 

As was shown in this dissertation , the rotor bars must be insulated from the rotor 

iron in order to achieve satisfactory performance. One way to ensure this is to 

fabricate the rotor , taking care to insulate the rotor bars. This is t ime consuming 



and expensive, sui table only to low levels of machine production. If the BDFIVI is 

to be produced in larger quantities , a method needs to be devised to insulate the 

bars of the die-cast rotor from the rotor iron . 

This problem is currently being t ackled by t he power engineering group at 

Oregon State U ni versi ty, hea.cled by Professor Alan \iVallace. Professor vVallace 

suggests that t he die-casting process can be modified so as to provide a higher 

level of insulation, greater t han the t hreshold amount, by applying a coating 

to the rotor iron prior to pouring the molten aluminium alloy into t he rotor. 

Preliminary tests show this to be possible. If t rue t hen the technique developed 

will be applicable for all types of die-cast rotors. T he details of t heir resul ts have 

yet to be published , although it appears that they may be presented during t he 

October 1997 meeting of the IEEE Industry Applications Society Annual iVleeting 

to be held in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

5.2.5 Capability Curves 

T he limits of torque capability were plotted with respect to t he speed of t he 

machine. This graph , a form of capability curve , is very useful in t he specification 

of the BDFM for part icular applications. T he curves enable t he sui tability of 

t he BDFM for a part icular application to be quickly determined . Alt hough the 

curve presented in t his dissertation shows t he absolute maximum values of torque 

production , the limits can be decreased in order to show the achievable limits 

when considering stabili ty of the motor- t he abili ty of the motor to maintain 

synchronism . Fur ther research needs to be conducted to determine what are t he 

sui table stabili ty limi ts. 

5.2.6 Dynamic Response 

Currently, t he only simplified model capable of predicting dynamic performance is 

the dq model. It would be useful if the harmonic model could be refined to allow 

it to be used in dynamic analysis, which would offer an improvement in accuracy. 
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5.2.7 Generator Operation 

The BDFM has been proposed as a wind generator as well as an automotive alter

nator. The author has also performed some preliminary studies of the BDFlvI for 

use as a generator in airplanes. The BDFi\lI appears attractive in this role because 

of its power factor control and reduced rating converter. Although analysed as 

a stand-alone piece of equipment, it is yet to be determined how the BDFM will 

perform as part of a larger power system. 
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Appendix A 

Conductor Density Function 

T he conductor density function is a very powerful concept which facili tates the 

calculation of machine inductances. It has been presented by \J\T illiamson et al. in 

[23 , 25]. However, since it is crucial to the development of the inter-bar current 

model, it is presented here for the sake of completeness . It 's abili t ies are demon

strated here where it is used to develop a mathematical descript ion of a balanced 

three-phase stator winding. 

A.I Single Coil 

An electric machine is composed of a series of coils set into slots . A coil of T t urns 

carries current down one coil side and back through the other coil side. Harmonic 

analysis is used to describe this coil as a complex Fourier series. 

T he coil descript ion is the conductor density function . Since the machine is 

round, the conductor density is periodic, a necessity for using a Fourier series 

descript ion. T he conductors are assumed to be evenly distribu ted across the 

mouth of a slot of width b. 

The conductor density function is a vector function and points in t he direction 

of assumed posit ive current fl ow. Posit ive current fl ow is represented by posit ive 

turns per metre (density) , Tl b. Negative current flow is signified by a negative 

density. Figure A. I shows a coil of T t urns, wi th span ex , placed in t he stator 

slots along with the associated density function (J (y)). The coil is centred at a 
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Figure A.I: Diagram of the conductor density function for a coil. 

position Yo from t he origin , measured circumferent ially. The coil density function 

is represented by the complex Fourier series 

00 

(A.I) 
K,=-oo 

where it is assumed t hat the coil is directed along the x-axis, signified by the uni t 

direction vector , ax' r;, is the harmonic number and takes on integer values . 

Circumferential distance , y, is converted to an angle through use of t he wave 

number , k . The wave number accounts for periodicity in the fi elds and is defin ed 

2r;, 
k= 

d 

The value of CK" the Fourier coefficient, is given as 

- 1 17id 
. CK, = - J(y) eJkU dy 

1fd 0 
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where the values of f(y) can be extracted from Fig. A.I: 

f(y) = { ~t Q' b < < Q'+b yo ---- Y Yo- - -2 2 - - 2 2 ' 

Q' b< < Q' b Yo + - - - Y Yo+-+- · 2 2 - - 2 2 

Integrating (A.3) wit h the limits and function values given in (A.4) yields 

OK. = _ . 2T ]{K. J( K. jkyo 
J 7rd b pe 

(A .4) 

(A.5) 

J(b is termed the slot width factor and J(; is the coil pitch factor as defined in 

(A.6) and (A.7) , respectively. The slot width factor accounts for the distribution 

of t he conductors across the slot mouth. If the coil sides are considered point 

conductors (b = 0) t he slot width factor (taking the limit and using L'Hospital's 

Rule) becomes unity. 

sin (kb) 
]( K. 2 

b - (;b) (A.6) 

(
kCI'. ) ]{; = sin 2 (A.7) 

At this point , there is no constraint on t he harmonics used in t he summation . 

However , it should be noted that c(y) = 0 for K, = O. 

A.2 Coil Group 

In a phase winding, the coils are arranged in groups of coils, called a coil group. 

For a three-phase stator winding of P pole-pairs , there are ~;, coils per coil group, 

where Ns is t he number of stator slots. In a double layer winding, each coil group 

is separated by ;; , where d is t he diameter to the air-gap. F igure A.2 shows two 

poles of a double layer winding with t he coils that comprise one coil group (three 

coils) highlighted. Direction of the coils is indicated and the associated conductor 

density shown. 

T he conductor density can be determined by summing the individual coil den

sity functions. Let the centre of the n-t h coil in the coil group , Yn , be 

7rd 
Yn = Yo + (n - 1) i\T 

hs 
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Figure A.2: Conductor density function for a coil group with appropriate dimensions 

marked (only two poles are shown) . 

Summing the coil group densities resul ts in the coil group density, Ccg(Y), where 

& 
GP 00 

Ccg(Y) = L L CKejkYOl1e-jkyO,X (A.9) 
n = l K= -OO 

The first summation 111 (A.9) concerns only on the exponential in Yn ; the 

remaining terms in the equation do not depend on n. A geometric progression , 

shown in (A.lO) for a general variable x, exists for the exponential in YOn' 

N 

L xn- 1 

n = l 

1 + x + x 2 + ... + X
N

-
1 

I- x 
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Using (A. 10) , and simplifying the exponential t erm yields 

n= l n = l 

(A. 11 ) 

where the algebraic st eps taken in the simplification are shown for clarity. 

Substitut ing (A. 11) into (A .9) yields the simplified form of t he coil group 

conductor density function, 

00 

ccg(Y) = L C"e- jkyO,x (A .12) 
"=-00 

where C" is re-defined as 

C- " . 2TNs 1(" }V" }(" j ( 7r~ - 7r~ ) J'k yo =-J
61idP 

bs ·\. p de GP Ns e (A. 13) 

which makes use of the harmonic distribut ion factor , J(d' such t hat 

. (1f" ) 
J("= S111 GP 

d iVs sin (1f" ) 
6P iVs 

(A .1 4) 

T he next stage in the process of describing the stator winding, is to assemble the 

coil groups to form a phase winding. 

A.3 Phase Winding 

A phase winding is composed of coil groups. For a double layer winding, such as 

t hat shown in F ig. A.2, the P coil groups are separated by ;~ , each group wi th 
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a different polarity. Coil groups of the same polarity are separated by n;,l. The 

conductor density for a phase winding, Cph(Y), is found by summing the density 

fun ctions for the approptiate coil groups: 

Cph(Y) = ccg(Y) (1 - ejk;t + ejk2 ;t - ejk3 ;t ... - ej (2P-1)k;t ) 

P 

-+ ()( jk TCd
),""", j(n _1)k TCd 

= ccg Y 1 - e 2P 6 e P 

n= l 

1 27rK 

= ccg(Y) (1 - ejk;t ) -: I P 1 - eJ K7r 

(A.15) 

The last term in (A.15) is zero unless K, = qP, where q is any integer. \ t\Tith this 

constraint on K" 

(A .1 6) 

Further simplifications are achieved by considering the value of the parenthe

sised function when q takes on different values, shown in Table A. I. The table 

shows that only odd harmonics are present and result in a value of two ; even 

harmonics resul t in a value of zero . Therefore , K, can be constrained 

K, = (2q + 1) P (A.17) 

Using the results from Table A.l and recognising that the number of turns per 

phase, Nph = T~'s, (A.13) can now be defined as 

(A.18) 

such that 

(A.19) 
K =-OO 

If the winding is single layer, the coil groups are spaced 7! apart and are of the 

same polarity. The resul t ing equation has t he same form. However , t he correct 

number of turns per phase for a single layer winding is used: Nph = T~s . 
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Table A.I: Simplification of Cph(Y) in (A.16) based on q. 

''E 
q - j2 sin(Q;) eJ 2 

- 3 (-j2)(I)(j) = 2 

- 2 (-j2)(0)(-I) = 0 

- 1 (-j2)( - I)( -j) = 2 

+ 0 (-j2 )(0)(I) = 0 

+1 (-j2)(I)(j) = 2 

+2 (-,72)(0)(j) = 0 

+3 (-,72)(-1)(-,7) = 2 

Equation (A.18) gives the expression for a single phase of a t hree-phase wind

ll1g. Let t his be t he A-phase so that 

(A.20) 

For a three-phase winding, the other two phases are displaced ~?,L from each other . 

Therefore, 

(A .21) 

(A .22) 

Equations (A.20)- (A.22) define the stator windings by a complex Fourier series 

where only odd space harmonics are present. This type of definition of the wind

ings is t he basis for harmonic analysis. Even though the technique was applied 

to a three-phase winding, any winding configuration could be accommodated by 

appropriate combinations of t he coil densi ty functions. 
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Appendix B 

Torque Calculation 

The electromagnetic torque produced by the BDFr../I under the influence of inter

bar currents which fl ow between adjacent ro tor bars will be shown to be t he 

sum of four components, two due to direct coupling of the rotor currents with the 

statol' windings and two due to cross coupling of the rotor currents with the stator 

windings . The expressions for torque due to these components is derived from the 

expression for the force exerted by the stator winding fi elds on an individual rotor 

current-loop. It is assumed that only those rotor current-loops that couple wit h 

the main air-gap flux cont ribute to the torque produced by the machine. 

B.l General Expression 

Consider a representative rotor current-loop , the n-th , as depicted in Fig. B.l , 

subjected to a stator flux density, bs(y' , t) , wit h a rotor current iRn (t) flowing in 

the rotor loop. Interaction of t he ro tor current and rotor flux density will not 

produce torque , t herefore only the stator flux density is considered . 

The reference rotor loop has a wid t h CTn in t he circumferential direction and an 

associated depth 'LV ' in t he axial direction . The coordinate system used is described 

earlier in section 3.1. 2. Briefly, the (x' , y') coordinates form the standard rotor 

reference frame (RRF) coordinate system while (x", y") form t he skewed RRF, 

skewed a positive angle I from the standard RRF. The uni t direction vector aXil 
is aligned with the rotor bars. The distributed inter-bar resistance is modelled 
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Figure B.l: Reference rotor loop used in the derivation of the torque equation . 

by lumped resistance place between adj acent rotor bars along "cuts" made across 

the rotor bars in the ay, direction. 

The force on an elemental rotor bar segment , df , assuming the rotor bar to be 

a fil ament , is given by (B.1) [34] where the negative sign accounts for the current 

fl owing against t he direction vector. 

(B .1) 

The total force on the bar segment will be the line integral of (B. 1) from the 

start of the bar to the end of t he bar . Because the variables are vector quant it ies , 

they must must be in consistent coordinate systems. This is best achieved by 

parameterising both df and bs (y' , t). In general form , an equation for a line 

segment can be written as 

i::' = 5 + s (jJ - 5) (B.2) 

where 5 is a vector to the start of the bar , jJ is a vector to t he end of the bar, and 
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s is a scalar such that 0 S s S 1. a can be expressed as 

and iJ as 

The difference of the two is given as 

(iJ - a) = w' a~ + w' tanh') a~ (B.3) 

The parameterised vector describing the lower bar segment is 

~ (' w
' 

') A (' an w
' 

') A I T (s) = X On - 2 + sw ax' + YOn - 2 - 2 tanh') + sw tanh') ay (B.4) 

Different iating with respect to s yields an expression for di( s), 

di(s) = w' ds a~ + w' tanh') ds a~ (B .5) 

T he stator flux density consists of two components, one due to the first wind

ing, b1 (y' , t) , and the other due to the second winding, b2 (y' , t). Transforming 

(3 .31) into the RRF and substit uting for winding specific variables, 

(B.6) 

and similarly for the second winding, 

(B.7) 

Parameterise by substit ut ing 

y' = i(s) . ay' 
I an w' I 

= YO n - - - - tanh') + sw tanh') 
2 2 
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into (B.6) and (B.7) to yield 

&1 (s , t) ~ 'R { ;; /2i3fdw;le -jk (y~" -";'- ~' "" 0) e-jk ,w' ""b ) } a, (B.8) 

&,(s, t) ~ 'R { ;;= /2i3i eJw;1 e -jl (1/0" - ";' - ~' ,." 0) e - jl,w' ""(0) } a, (B. 9) 

Substitute (B .5) into (B.1) , which parameterises this equation, to obtain 

ell = -iRIl (t) eli(s) x b( s, t) 

= -iRIl (t) (w' tan( /, )b(s, t) els ax ' - w'b( s, t) els ay,) 

where b(s , t) = b1(s , t) + b2(s, t) . 

(B.10) 

As evidenced by (B.10) , there are two components of force, one in the longitu

dinal direction , ax', and one in the tangential direction , ay" Only the tangential 

force, which produces useful torque , will be considered. The force on the first bar 

is computed by integrating (B.10) with respect to s, 

(B.ll) 

where, similar to the statol' flux density, a substitution for the two components 

of rotor current , i RIl (t) = i RIl1 (t) + iRn2 (t) , has been made. This calculation will 

result in the integration of four current-flux density products , 

h = 11 W'iRIl1(t)b1(s) els + 11 w'i RIl2 (t)b1(s) els 

+ 11 w'iRIl 1 (t)b2(s) els + 11 W'iRIl2(t)b2(s) els 

Each involves the integration of the common term , 

t e-j ksw' tan (-r) els = j [e- jkSW' tan (-r) ] 0
1 

lo w'k tan h') 

.J ( e-jkw'tan(-r) -1) 
w'ktanh') \ 

(B.12) 

= j e- jk ";' tan (-r) ( e - jk ";' tan (-r) _ ejk'~' tan (-r) ) (B.13) 
w'k tan h') 

je-jk U~' tan (-y) ( ( w' )) 
= k () -2.7 sin k- tan h') 

~w' tan /' 2 

_ -jk ~;' tan (-y) }(K. - e - sk 
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which introduces the harmonic skew factor as defined in (3.58). Substituting (B.8) 

and (B.9) into (B.12) and performing the integration yields 

i 1 = w'i (t)~ {""' I2BK.e-jkY~nejk'2f J(K. , ejW~t} 
Rn1 ~ 1 sk 

K. 

+ w'i (t)~ {""' hBK.e-jkY~nejk'2f J(K..ejW11t } 
Rn2 ~ 1 sk 

K. 

+ w'iR"1 (t)!Jl { ;;= hi3ie-i'Y'"d''!' I<;k eiw~t} 

+ w'i R"' (t)!R { ;;= hi3ie-i'Y," eil '!' K;,dw;t } (B.14) 

At this stage, consider the elemental force on the second rotor bar , 

dj~ = i RIl (t) df2 X b(y' , t) (B.15) 

where df2 is the elemental position vector of the second bar segment. The position 

vector for the second bar is obtained from that of the first bar , 

(B.16) 

The flux density seen by the second bar is a phase shifted version of the original 

flux density 

(B.17) 

After considerable simplification and combination with (B .14) , the tangential 

force on the n-th rotor loop can be expressed as the sum of four components 

in = ill + h 2 + 1'21 + i22 (B.18) 

where the subscripts denote force contributions due to direct-coupled rotor cur

rents ( (111 and 1'22) and cross coupled rotor currents (112 and i21). The force 
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components are given as 

/11 = w' i R" , (t)!R { ~ J2 (2j) e -jky~" K;R" K;k B~eiw: t } (B.19) 

j . = w'i (t)R {'"' J2(2J·) e-jkY~" KK J(K ,f3 KejW;t} 12 R,,2 6 pR" sk 1 
K 

(B.20) 

/21 = w'iR",(t)!R {~J2(2ile-jtY~"K;RJ<;kBieM' } (B.21) 

/" = w'iR",(t)!R { ~ J2(2ile-jtY~"K;R" K;ktJ';dW;' } (B.22) 

where the calculation introduces the harmonic pitch factors of the rotor loops 

(J(;R
n 

and K;R,,) , as defined in (3.20) , along with the factor (2j). 

The next step in the analysis is to substitute expressions for the rotor currents 

into (B.19)- (B.22). In order to simplify the equations and place the quantities 

under the influence of a single real operator , the identity 

(B.23) 

will be used which has the effect of doubling the number of terms in the force 

equation from four to eight. For bookkeeping sake, the two addit ional terms will 

be denoted by subscripts CL and b. Performing the substitutions and simplifying 

gIves 

j = ~w'R { ('"' J2IK' ej(Wl-K1WR)t) 
llb 2 ~ R"l 

K' 

(~J2(-2i)K;R"K;keikY~"B7' e-j(W ' ~" )')} (B.25) 
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f = ~1U/~ { ("""' hP' ej (W2- >" WR)t ) 12(1 2 D R n 2 

).' 

( ~ v2(2 j) K;R" K;ke -jky~" B~ el (w , -"WR)')} (8.26) 

j' = ~1U/~ {("""' 0.P' ej (W2- ).'WR)t ) 12b 2 D v L. Rn 2 
).' 

( ~ v2( - 2j)K;RJ(;kel kY~" B;' e - j (w , -KWR)')} (B.27) 

f = ~1U/~ {("""' 0.P' ej (W2- >" WR)t ) 22(1 2 D v L. R n 2 
).' 

( ~ v2 ( - 2j) J(;R" J( ;ke -jly~" B;d(W'- AWR)')} (8.30) 
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where the frequency of the different elements has been expanded and the the 

harmonic subscripts 11,' and X are used in the expressions for the rotor currents 

instead of the original un-primed quantities. 

The primed quant it ies are used to differentiate between the two different sta

tor produced harmonics . The harmonics are determined from (3.28) , where the 

appropriate substit ution for q is made. 

The torque on the rotor loop is calculated by multiplication of the force equa

tions by the radius of the machine, ~ , 

(B.32) 

Inspection of the subscripts shows t hat t here are four components due to direct 

coupling and four due to cross coupling. 

B.2 Direct Coupling 

The force components due to direct coupling of the rotor currents are those given 

in (B.24) , (B.25) , (B.30) and (B.31). Of the four terms, not all terms will produce 

steady-state torque at all speeds of operation. In order to determine which terms 

produce steady-state torque, t he frequencies of the current and flux density are 

inspected in each term of the product in order to determine which contribute to 

steady-state torque. 

Consider the first force component , (B.24). Add the two frequencies (a resul t 

of t he multiplication on a term by term basis) and set to zero, 

(B.33) 

Substituting 11,' = (6q' + 1) 11,1 and 11, = (6q + 1) 11,1 , it is seen that a steady-state 

torque will be produced only when 

W 1/K,l 
W R = -----:-----'-----,-----

3(q' + q) + 1 
(B.34) 

At the different speeds dictated by the values of q and q' , the torque produced 

is that normally associated with the synchronous cusps of torque in an induction 

machine. Nevertheless, the effect of these torques will be ignored. This means that 
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neither (B.24) nor (B.30) (by similar analysis) will produce any useful torque

only pulsating torque. 

However , by inspection ,· both (B.25) and (B.31) will produce steady-state 

torque when 11,' = 11" other harmonics producing pulsating torque. Applying this 

constraint and using the radius of the machine, 

(B.35) 

(B.36) 

Further simplification is achieved by substituting for the values of the stator flux 

density coefficients , E~ and E~, which by using (3.32) are given as 

13'" - .3po c",! 1-.7 k 11 
g ~ 

(B.37) 

- A .3po - A -
B2 =.7 gfC1 12 (B.38) 

Conjugating and substituting into (B.35) and (B.36) yields 

(B.39) 

(B.40) 

It should be noted that either expression , (B.39) or (B.40) , taken individually 

IS the torque produced by an equivalent induction machine. However , in the 

BDFtvI , the cross coupling produces additional components of torque which must 

also be considered in the analysis. 

B.3 Cross Coupling 

Cross coupling is the coupling that occurs when rotor currents , induced by one 

stator winding, induce voltages in the other stator winding at that other winding 's 

supply frequency. Cross coupling only occurs for some of the stator harmonics . 
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Depending on the sequence of the control-winding voltage, some of the cross 

coupled torque terms will produce steady-state torque and some will not . Cross 

coupling is briefly described in sections 3.3.6 and 1.2 with more mathematical 

detail given in section 3.4 . 

In order to determine which components of force contribute to steady-state 

torque, the frequency of the rotor current and stator flux density are added to

gether , the sum set to zero , and the rotor speed is isolated. By association with 

t he proper speed equation , a constraint on t he primed harmonic numbers is de

termined. For the force term given by (B.26) , steady-state torque is generated 

when 

which corresponds to a rotor speed of 

W 1 +W2 
WR = ---

~ +N 

(B.41 ) 

(B.42) 

Cross coupling will occur if X = /\ and t he BDFi'vI is excited with positive sequence 

excitation. For t he force term given in (B.28) , steady-state torque is produced 

when 

(B.43) 

which corresponds to a rotor speed 

(B.44) 

Clearly, cross coupling will occur when ~' = ~ . Substituting both of t hese con

straints into the expressions for force given in (B.27) and (B.29) and simplifying, 

the torque due to positive sequence excitation may be expressed 

T - - l 1\'0 {L 3f.J,o ](K ](K -jky~" C-KI- ). I- } 
12 - G'LV n k pR s/,; e 1 R 2 1 

g"" " 
X 

(B.45) 

'T' - d 1\'0 {~ 3f.J,o ](). ](). -jly~ " C-').I-K I- } 
1 21 - 'LV n ~ ----;;z pR" sk e 2 R" l 2 (B.46) 
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where X represents the set of cross coupling harmonics (K; , /\) which must satisfy 

the constrain given in (3.113). Harmonics which do not satisfy this constraint 

result in the production of pulsating torque. 

It can be shown that expressions for torque due to negative sequence excitation 

will be produced by the force components (B.26) and (B.28). After simplification , 

T = -d '1'0 {L 3J.-lo }(K }(K jky~" C- K*I-A I-* } 
12 W :Tt k pR sk e 1 R 2 1 9 ~" " 

x 
(B.47) 

T = dw'R {'"""' 3~to J(A J(A e -jly~" CA* 1K 1*} 
21 L gl pR" 51.; 2 R" 1 2 

X 

(B.48) 

where the summation index X indicates that only those harmonics which satisfy 

(3.113) are included in the summation. 
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Appendix C 

Resistance Measurements 

In order to verify the inter-bar current model presented in Chapter 3, a rotor 

was constructed which promoted the bar to iron contact. Several different mea

surements were made on the rotor in order to determine the value of inter bar 

resistance between t he bars and the iron. 

T he rotor is constructed of 36 bars evenly spaced around the circumference of 

the periphery. The rotor was skewed 10°, equivalent to one rotor slot. Because 

of the availabili ty of materials and the lack of insulation, the rotor slot was larger 

than the rotor bar. T hus, skew was necessary in order to ensure a t ight fi t between 

the bars and the iron . A profile of a rotor bar is shown in Fig. C. 1. 

C.l Bar Resistance 

T he resistance per uni t length of a rotor bar was determined in two ways , by 

measurement and by calculation. In t he measurements, a current was injected in 

one end of the bar and extracted from the other end . The voltage was measured 

between points a known distance apart . T he data obtained was then used to 

calculate the resistance per unit length. Six different combinations of measuring 

and current inj ection points were used . Not only was the voltage measured at 

the point of injection , or near it , it was also measured between two points on the 

surface of the bar. 

Using an inj ected current of 10 A, a value of 42.8 f-LD was measured for the 
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Figure C. l: P rofi le of a typical rotor bar used to fabricate the rotor. 
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sample rotor bar with a standard deviation of 1.87 I-LD . Using 20 A, the resistance 

was measured to be 43.3 pD with a standard deviation of 1.64 pD. This was well 

within the predicted random error due to the equipment of 3. 1 pD for a 10 A 

current and 0.44 pD for a 20 A current. 

T he second method of resistance calculation involved using the density of 

copper and comput ing the resistance from the relationship , 

R = pl 
A 

(C.l) 

where p is the resistivity of the material, l is the length of the bar , and A is 

the cross sectional area of the bar. The area of the bar was computed based on 

the dimensions of the bar profile given in Fig. C.l and by weighing the bar and 

using the density of copper to estimate the area. The area was calculated to be 

118.4± 0.7 mm2 using the density of copper and 118.8 ± 0.1 mm2 by measurement. 

A value of 118.8 mm2 is used since the measurement technique was subj ected to 

less error. The final result is a resistance of 43.3 pD for the sample bar. 

Based on the good agreement between the results achieved by both calculation 

and measurement , the measurement technique of applying a current and measur

ing the voltage was deemed acceptable. This technique was subsequently used to 

measure the resistance between adjacent rotor bars. 

C.2 Resistance Between Adjacent Bars 

C.2.1 Method 

Once the rotor bars were inserted into the rotor and cut to the proper lengths to 

accept the end connections, measurements were made to determine the resistance 

between adjacent bars. T here exist two different methods for applying current 

through t he bars. T he first method , illustrated in Fig. C.2, is to inj ect a current 

in one bar and extract it from the adjacent bar at the same end of the rotor. The 

second method , shown in Fig. C.3, is to inject current into a bar at one end and 

extract it from the adjacent bar at the other end of t he rotor. 

\!\Then performing the measurements , t he voltage was measured in four lo

cations, as illustrated in both Figs. C.2 and C.3. The two readings near each 
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Figure C.2: The first method used in measuring the resistance between adjacent rotor 

bars showing the points where current is injected and extracted. 

Rotor Bar 
Rotor Iron 
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Figure C.3 : The second method used in measuring the resistance between adjacent rotor 

bars showing the points where current is injected and extracted. 
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Figure C.4: Equivalent circuit used to determine the inter-bar resistance between adja

cent bars when current is injected and extracted from adjacent bars at the same end of 

the rotor. 

other are averaged, resulting in two sets of voltage readings. Using the voltage 

and current , t he value of inter-bar resistance for a specific number of cuts can be 

determined. 

C.2.2 Resistance Calculation 

For the first method of measurement , the equivalent circui t shown in C.4 where 

Va is the voltage measured opposite to where the current is injected , l"b is the 

voltage near t he inj ection point , ~b is t he value of inter-bar resistance (five cuts 

assumed) , and Rb is t he resistance of each bar segment. 

v\Then t he value of ~b » Rb , t he bar resistance may be neglected. In t his 

case, Va = Vb and Rib = /; c' where Ne is t he number of cuts. However, the 

measurements showed that the two voltages were much different from each other 

which meant that t he value of t he resistances in the equivalent circui t were similar 

in value. In t his case, the calculation for Rib becomes non-t rivial. 

In order to calculate Rib, a set of mesh current equations is written using state 

variables defined 

(C.2) 

where t he currents are t hose that fiow clockwise in t he "windows" of t he equiva

lent circui t , numbered sequentially (starting with 2) from left to right , shown in 
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Fig .C.4 . The set of mesh current equations forms a non-linear vector equation , 

- I X I - X3X I + 2RbX2 + 2XIX2 

-XI X2 - X4X l + 2RbX3 + 2XIX3 

- X I X3 - X5X l + 2RbX4 + 2X I X4 = 0 (C.3) 

-XI·T4 + 2RbX5 + 2XIX5 

X I X5 - Va 

This system of equations can be solved for Xl = R ib by using Newton 's lvIethod 

(Taylor Series) , which is widely known as the Newton-Raphson non-linear root 

finding algorit hm: 

Guess xOas an initial estimate of x* 

Solve F'(Xk- l)z = _F(Xk- l ) 

Set x (k) = x (k- l) + z 

where F (x) is the matrix equation in (C.3) and F'(x) is t he derivative of F (x ) . 

If t he value of Vb is used instead of 10:t, then t he last row of (C.3) is changed to 

(C.4) 

The second method of measurement shown in F ig. C.3 can be represented by 

the equivaJent circui t shown in Fig. C.4 . For this situation , the vector equation is 

given as 

2RbX2 + 2X I X2 - x II - X3XI - I Rb 

2RbX3 + 2X I X3 - X2X I - X4X j - I Rb 

2Rb~r;4 + 2XIX4 - X3X I - X5X I - I Rb 

2RbX5 + 2XIX5 - Xtj.T I - I Rb 

X2 Rb + X3 Rb + XtJ Rb + X5Rb + XIX2 - I Xl - 10:t 

= 0 

If Vb is used instead of 10:t the last row of t he equa tion is changed to 
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+ \la 
r-----------------~ 

+ Vb 

Figure C.5: Equivalent circuit used to determine the inter-bar resistance between adja

cent bars when current is inj ected into one end of a bar and extracted from the other 

end of an adjacent bar. 
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Appendix D 

Transformation Trigonometric 

Identities 

The calculation of the difl'erent elements of the impedance matrix given in (2.48) 

involves the multiplication of a series of trigonometric functions. However, by 

using complex notation and simplifying, certain trigonometric relationships have 

been determined. 

For the following , N n = Pi + g is the number of nests , which is also the 

number of elements in the series as well as the number of phases in the rotor loop 

system. Each rotor nest is displaced ~~ mechanical radian from its neighbour . 

Hence , the electrical angles between rotor nests are 

fJ - _ P 2n __ P 2n 
1 - 1 N

n 
- 1 Pi + P

2 

fJ 
- _ p 2n __ p 2n 

2 - 2 N - 2p + p 
11 1 2 

The following relationships hold: 

cos fJl = cos fJ2 

sin ,81 = - sin fJ2 
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N n N L cos(n - 1) /11 cos(n - 1) /12 = ---? (D.5) 
n=1 

Nil lV L sin(n - 1) /11 sin(n - 1) /12 = ----? (D.6) 
n=1 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

Nil 

L sin(n - 1) /11 cos(n - 1),61 = 0 (D.9) 
n=1 

Nil 

L sin(n - 1) /12 cos(n - 1) /12 = 0 (D.10) 
n = 1 

Nil 

L sin(n - 1) /11 cos(n - 1) /12 = 0 (D.11) 
n= 1 

Nil 

L COS( n - 1 )/11 sin(n - 1 )/12 = 0 (D.12) 
n = 1 

N Il -1 

L COS n/1} (cos(n - 1) /1} + cos(n + 1)/11) = Nn COS /11 = Nn COS /12 (D.13) 
n=O 

N n -1 

L COS n/12 (cos(n - 1)/12 + cos(n + 1)/12 ) = N n COS /11 = Nn COS /12 (D .14) 
11=0 

NIl -1 

L sin n/11 (sin(n - 1) /11 + sin(n + 1) /11) = Nn COS /1} = Nn COS /12 (D.15) 
n=O 
NIl-l 

L sin n/12 (sin(n - 1) /12 + sin(n + 1) /12) = Nn COS /11 = Nn COS /12 (D.16) 
n =O 
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N,, - l 

~ sin n(31 (cos(n - 1) (31 + cos(n + l) (3d = 0 (D .17) 
n=O 

N,, - l 

~ cosn(31 (sin(n - 1) (31 + sin(n + 1)(31) = 0 (D.18) 
n =O 

N,,-l 

~ sin n(32 (cos(n - 1) (32 + cos(n + 1) (32 ) = 0 (D .19) 
n=O 
N,, - l 

~ cos n(32 (sin(n - 1) (32 + sin(n + 1) (32) = 0 (D .20) 
n=O 

Other relationships that prove useful come directly from [29] and are given 

here for reference. For x and y arbitrary angles: 

(D.21) 

3 

~ sin (x - (n - 1) 2;) ~ 0 (D.22) 

~ 2 ( 27l') 3 ~ cos x - (n - 1) 3 = '2 (D .23) 

~ . 2 ( 27l') 3 L SIll :r - (n - 1) - =-
3 2 

n=l 

(D.24) 

~ ( 27l' ) ( 27l') ~ sin x - (n - 1) 3 cos x - (n - 1) 3 = 0 (D.25) 

~ ( 27l' ) ( 27l' ) 3 ~ sin x - (n - 1) 3 cos y - (n - 1) 3 = '2 sin (x - y) (D.26) 
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~ . ( 27r ) ( 27r ) 3 ~S111 x- (n - 1)3 sin y- (n- 1)3 = "2cos(x - y) (D.27) 

27r . 27r 3 . 
3 ( ) ( ) ~ cos x - (n - 1) 3 S111 Y - (n - 1) 3 = - "2 S111 (x - y) (D.28) 

~ ( 27r ) ( 27r ) 3 ~ cos x - (n - 1) 3 cos y - (n - 1) 3 ="2 cos (x - y) (D.29) 

~ ( 27r ) ( 27r ) 3 ~ sin x + (n - 1) 3 cos y - (n - 1) 3 ="2 sin (x + y) (D.30) 

~ . ( 27r ) ( 27r ) 3 ~ S111 X + (n - 1) 3 sin y - (n - 1) 3 = - "2 cos (x + y) (D.31) 

~ ( 27r ) ( 27r ) 3 ~ cos x + (n - 1) 3 sin y - (n - 1) 3 = "2 sin (x + y) (D.32) 

3 

~ cos (x + (n - 1) 2;) cos (Y - (n - 1) 2;) = ~ cos( x + y) (D. 33) 
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Appendix E 

Equivalent Rotor Current in the 

dq Model 

The rotor currents in the dq model of Chapter 2 consist of two components . One 

component of currents is induced by t he first stator winding and the the other is 

induced by t he second winding. For analyses where it is unimportant to calculate 

the separate effects due to direct and cross coupling, it is worthwhile combining 

the rotor currents into an equivalent rotor current , t hus reducing the number of 

equations. 

E.l Voltage Equation 

Using t he nomenclature defin ed in Chapter 2, the currents in t he i-t h rotor loop 

system system can be related to their two axis quant it ies by the relationship , 

(E.1) 
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where use is made of the general transformation relationship given in (2 .21). Ex

panding (E.1) , 

(iRih 1 0 

(iRih 
=If 

cos f3 1 sin f31 [,qRI 'l 
't dR1 i 

(i Ri ) Nil cos(Nn - 1) f31 sin(Nn - 1) f31 

1 0 

If 

cos f32 sin f32 
+ -

Nn 

cos(Nn - 1) f32 sin(Nn - 1) f32 

By inspection , the first row of the equation is given as 

(iRih = If(ifJR1i + iqR2J 

[,qR2' 1 (E.2) 
'tdR2 i 

(E.3) 

Combining the q axis currents into one quantity leads to the definit ion for an 

equivalent q axis current , 

(E.4) 

By a similar approach, the second row of (E.2) is given as 

(iRJ2 = If (cos f31 iqRi + sin f31 (idRli - idR2 J) (E.5) 

where use is made of the the definition for the q axis rotor current in (E.4) and the 

trigonometric relationships given in (D.3) and (D .4). This leads to the definition 

of the d axis rotor current , 

. . 
'tdRi = 'tdR1i - 'tdR2i (E.6) 

Equations (E.4) and (E.6) combine the two components of rotor current into 

one equivalent rotor current that includes the effects due to both windings. The 

voltage equat ion can now be written as 

rV~1 rZ~l v' - 0 2 -

o Z~l 

o 
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(E.7) 



where each of the matrices representing the coupling have been combined into 

equivalent matrices. 

Many of the matrices are unchanged from those given in Chapter 2. However, 

the matrices Z~Rl and Z~R2 have been combined into an equivalent matrix, Z~R· 

Similarly, the matrices Z~R2 and Z~Rl have been combined into an equivalent 

matrix, Z~R. Even though the sign of some of the matrix elements changes, the 

form of the matrices remains the same. For the i-th rotor loop system, 

111' !!..] 
IRi dt 

(E.8) 

-111' !!..] 
2Ri dt 

(E.9) 

This alternative system of equations can be used in transient analysis. The 

two components of rotor currents have been combined into one equivalent rotor 

current. This is at the cost of losing the identity of the direct and cross coupled 

quantities with the benefit being a reduced number of equations. 

E.2 Torque Equation 

The torque of the BDFiVI can be expressed in terms of the single equivalent rotor 

current by using (E.4) and (E.6) . After considerable simplification of (2.82) , the 

torque may be expressed 

NI 

Te = PI L Jl1lRi (iql (idRl i - idR2J - i dl (iqRli + i qR2 J) 

i = l 

NI 

- P2 L JI12Ri (iq2(idRli - idR2J + id2(iqRl i + i qR2J) (E.ID) 
i = ] 

Substituting for the equivalent rotor currents, 

NI NI 

Te = PI L k I1 Ri (iql idRi - idl i qRi ) - P2 L JI12Ri (iq2 i dRi + i(i2iqRi) (E.ll ) 
i = l i = l 

This equation is used in conjunction with the voltage equation given in the 

previous section, thus providing a complete transient model of the BDFM. 
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